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His Majesty King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa yesterday received Saudi Minister of Commerce Dr Majid bin Abdulla Al Qasabi 
at Al Sakhir Palace. Minister Al Qasabi conveyed to HM the King greetings from Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques 
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud and Crown Prince, Deputy Premier and Defence Minister His Royal Highness Prince 
Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, wishing HM the King good health and happiness and the Kingdom of 
Bahrain further progress and prosperity. HM the King extended greetings to the Saudi monarch and the Crown Prince, 
wishing them good health and happiness and the Saudi people further progress and prosperity.

HM King receives Saudi Minister of Commerce
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Bahrain thanked by Chinese President

TDT | Manama

His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa and His 

Royal Highness Prince Sal-

man bin Hamad Al Khalifa, the 
Crown Prince and Prime Min-
ister received cables of thanks 
from the President of China, Xi 
Jinping, in reply to their con-
gratulations on his country’s 

National Day.
HRH the Crown Prince and 

Prime Minister received a sim-
ilar cable from the Premier of 
the State Council of China, Li 
Keqiang.

HM the King HRH the Crown Prince and Prime Minister President Xi Jinping

Invest in workforce
Bahrain committed to empowering youth and women to overcome pandemic

• Finance Minister 
speaks at virtual 
World Bank Group 
ministerial meeting

TDT | Manama

Bahrain has launched many 
initiatives to cushion the 
impact of the coronavirus 

(COVID-19) pandemic, especially 

those related to empowering 
youth and enhancing their ef-
fective contribution to develop-
ment paths.

The Kingdom has also adopt-
ed a number of programmes that 
have enhanced Bahraini wom-
en’s contributions and progress 
in many fields.

These are part of the imple-
mentation of His Majesty King 
Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa’s di-
rectives.

This was emphasised by Fi-

nance and National Economy 
Minister Shaikh Salman bin 
Khalifa Al Khalifa during his 
speech in the ministerial meet-

ing of the World Bank Group, 
which was held remotely yes-
terday.

Taking part in the online dis-
cussion were World Bank Pres-
ident David Malpass, finance 
ministers and central bank gov-
ernors of Arab countries.

They discussed the latest 
developments related to the 
pandemic and its impact on the 
economies of the Arab region.

Minister Shaikh Salman said 
that the challenges posed by the 

pandemic have emphasised the 
importance of investing in the 
human element to be the main 
focus of development strategies 
and plans. It is a basic pillar and 
key to success that will benefit 
everyone.

He said that Bahrain has at-
tached great importance to sup-
porting and developing skills 
and training for individuals, 
which made the workforce more 
diverse and involved in the la-
bour market.

Foreign Minister phoned by US Special Envoy for Iran
TDT | Manama

Foreign Affairs Minister Dr 
Abdullatif bin Rashid Al 

Zayani received a phone call 

yesterday from the US Special 
Envoy for Iran, Robert Malley.

The call focused on negotia-
tions between the P5+1 coun-
tries with Tehran on the Ira-

nian nuclear programme and 
efforts being made to resume 
talks, in addition to exchanging 
views on issues of common 
concern.
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10,000 children killed or maimed in Yemen since 2015
Geneva

Ten thousand Yemeni chil-
dren have been killed after 

the Iran-aligned Houthi group 
ousted the government in 2015, 
the United Nations children’s 
agency UNICEF said yesterday.

“The Yemen conflict has just 
hit another shameful milestone. 
We now have 10,000 children 
who have been killed or maimed 
since ... March 2015,” UNICEF 
spokesperson James Elder told 
a UN briefing in Geneva after 
returning from a visit to Yemen.

“That is the equivalent of four 
children every single day,” Elder 
said, adding that many more 
child deaths or injuries went 
unreported.

Four out of every five children 
— a total of 11 million — need 
humanitarian assistance in Yem-

en, while 400,000 are suffering 
from acute malnutrition and 
more than 2 million are out of 
school, Elder said.

UN-led efforts to seal a cease-
fire have stalled as the Houthis 
resist compromise to end more 
than six years war.

Four out of every five children need 
humanitarian assistance in Yemen. (AFP)

Palestinians clash 
with Israeli police
Jerusalem

Palestinians clashed with 
Israeli police at a popu-

lar gathering place just out-
side Jerusalem’s Old City 
as thousands celebrated a 
Muslim holiday.

It was a repeat of violence 
earlier this year that eventu-
ally led to the 11-day Gaza 
war in May.

Minister Shaikh Salman
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Bahrain Authority for Culture and Antiquities 
(BACA) President Shaikha Mai bint Mohammed 
Al Khalifa yesterday received the newly-
appointed Malaysian Ambassador to Bahrain, 
Shazryll Zahiran, and discussed with him ways to 
enhance cultural cooperation between the two 
countries. Shaikha Mai stressed the importance 
of strengthening the Bahraini-Malaysian 
cooperation in the cultural field, praising the 
current level of bilateral cooperation, reflected 
in various joint events and activities.

Cabinet Affairs Ministry’s Undersecretary His Highness Shaikh 
Isa bin Ali Al Khalifa received United Nations (UN) Development 
Coordination Office Regional Director Laila Bakr, Acting Resident 
Coordinator for UN Activities and International Organization for 
Migration (IOM) Bahrain Chief of Mission Mohamed El Zarkan, and UN 
Resident Coordinator Office Team Leader Asmara Achcar. The cabinet 
ministry’s undersecretary stressed Bahrain’s keenness to strengthen 
cooperation with the UN in various fields, which led the Kingdom 
to great achievements in sustainable urban development and raise 
living standard in support to Bahrain’s Economic Vision 2030 and the 
government’s 2019-2022 action plan.

Southern Governor, His Highness Shaikh 
Khalifa bin Ali Al Khalifa, received yesterday 
Egyptian Ambassador to the Kingdom of 
Bahrain, Yasser Mohammed Ahmed Shaban. 
The Southern Governor lauded deep-rooted 
historical relations between the two countries 
and peoples and their steady growth at all 
levels. He also praised the Ambassador’s 
efforts in promoting joint cooperation. 
Ambassador Shaban expressed thanks and 
appreciation to HH the Southern Governor 
for the gracious welcome, praising solid ties 
binding the two countries and peoples.

Bahrain Defence Force (BDF) Chief of Staff Lieutenant-General Theyab bin 
Saqr Al Nuaimi received Commander of the Australian Joint Task Force JTF 
633 Brigadier General Joey Dave Paddison. The meeting reviewed the existing 
friendship relation and cooperation between Bahrain and Australia.

Bahrain Defence Force (BDF) Commander-in-Chief Field Marshal Shaikh 
Khalifa bin Ahmed Al Khalifa received Malaysian Ambassador-designate 
to Bahrain Shazryll Zahiran. The meeting discussed a number of common 
interest issues. ield Marshal Shaikh Khalifa praised the deep existing relations 
between Bahrain and Malaysia and the development they have witnessed.

Bahrain-Egypt historical relations lauded

Cabinet Affairs Undersecretary receives UN officials

BDF Commander-in-Chief receives
 Malaysia Ambassador

BDF Chief of Staff receives 
Australian JTF 633 Commander

Ways to enhance Bahraini-Malaysian cultural 
relations discussed

HM King Hamad and HRH Prince 
Salman thanked by Oman Sultan

TDT | Manama

His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa and 

His Royal Highness Prince 
Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa, 

the Crown Prince and Prime 
Minister received cables of 
thanks from His Majesty Sul-
tan Haitham bin Tariq Al Said 
of Oman, in reply to their con-
dolences over the victims of 
Shaheen tropical cyclone.

HRH the Crown Prince and 
Prime Minister received a simi-
lar cable of thanks from Oman’s 
Deputy Prime Minister for the 
Council of Ministers, His High-
ness Sayyid Fahd bin Mahmoud 
Al Said.

HRH the Crown Prince and Prime Minister HM Sultan HaithamHM the King

PM Fellowship Program 
candidates announced
TDT | Manama

The Prime Minister’s Of-
fice (PMO) yesterday an-
nounced the names of 15 

successful candidates for the 
7th intake of the PM Fellowship 
Program.

The candidates, selected fol-
lowing a rigorous evaluation 
process, are as follows: Osama 
Jameel Al Sadeq - Electricity 
and Water Authority (EWA); 
Bader Abdul Majeed AlShayba-
ni - Bahrain Institute for Pearls 
& Gemstones (DANAT); Hasan 
Haidar Ebrahim - Bahrain Pe-
troleum Company (BAPCO); 
Khalid Ahmed Al Nemah - Bah-
rain Airport Company (BAC); 
Zahra Abdulla AlShamaa - La-
bour Fund (Tamkeen); Sal-
man Hasan AlSaati - Minis-
try of Works, Municipalities 
Affairs and Urban Planning; 
Saud Yusuf Tulefat - Minis-
try of Finance and Nation-
al Economy; Sawsan Ammar 
Mandeel - Ministry of Works, 
Municipalities Affairs and Ur-
ban Planning; Shaima Shawqi 
AlMeer - National Space Sci-
ence Agency (NSSA); Subah 
Tareq AlJalahma - Ministry 

of Industry, Commerce and 
Tourism; Fatima Abbas Ahmed 
- Labour Fund (Tamkeen); Fa-
tima Saeed AlAradi - National 
Communication Centre (NCC); 
Mohamed AbdulMajeed Al-
Awadhi - Ministry of Health; 
Mohamed Khalid Noor - Min-
istry of Works, Municipalities 

Affairs and Urban Planning; 
and Musab Ali AlKhaldi - Min-
istry of Interior

The Director-General of the 
PMO and General Secretary of 
the Cabinet, Hamad bin Fais-
al Al Malki, congratulated the 
successful candidates of the 
programme, highlighting its 
importance in bolstering the 
skillset of young government 
professionals to contribute to 
the Kingdom’s goals, in line 
with the vision of His Royal 
Highness Prince Salman bin 
Hamad Al Khalifa, the Crown 
Prince and Prime Minister. 

Al Malki noted that previ-
ous editions of the programme 
have successfully demonstrat-
ed the capabilities of the Bah-
raini workforce, adding that 
their creative efforts continue 
to play a role in transforming 
the Kingdom’s challenges into 
opportunities.  

The PM Fellowship is an am-
bitious year-long programme 
that refines and cultivates the 
skills and abilities of young 
Bahraini leaders working in the 
public sector, enabling them to 
assist in the Kingdom’s ongoing 
comprehensive development.

The PM Fellowship is 
an ambitious year-long 
programme that refines 

and cultivates the 
skills and abilities of 

young Bahraini leaders 
working in the public 

sector, enabling them to 
assist in the Kingdom’s 
ongoing comprehensive 

development.

KNOW WHAT

HM King sends letter to Saudi Monarch

• Focus on ways 
to strengthen 
bilateral relations 
and cooperation

TDT | Manama

His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa sent a 

letter to Custodian of the Two 
Holy Mosques King Salman bin 

Abdulaziz Al Saud dealing with 
solid fraternal relations between 

the two countries and peoples 
and ways of boosting them.

The letter was handed over 
to Saudi Foreign Minister, His 
Highness Prince Faisal bin 
Farhan bin Abdullah, during a 
meeting yesterday with Bahraini 
Ambassador to the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia, Shaikh Humood 
bin Abdullah Al Khalifa.

They discussed bilateral rela-
tions and ways of bolstering them 
as well as regional and interna-
tional issues of common interest.

King Salman

Boost for Bahrain-UAE parliamentary diplomacy
TDT | Manama

A parliamentary delegation, 
led by UAE Federal Nation-

al Council (FNC) Speaker Saqr 
Ghubash, arrived yesterday on 
an official visit to the kingdom 
at the invitation of Council of 
Representatives Speaker Fawzia 
bint Abdulla Zainal.

Upon arrival at the Bahrain 
International Airport, they were 
welcomed by Speaker Zainal, 
and Second Deputy Speaker and 
Head of the Convoy of Honour, 
MP Ali Ahmed Zayed.

Members of the Bahrain-UAE 
Fraternity Committee at the 
Representatives Council, MPs 
Ammar Qambar and Moham-
med Al Abbasi, and Secre-
tary-General of the Council of 
Representatives, Chancellor 
Rashid Mohammed Bu Najma, 
in addition to the UAE Embassy’s 

Minister Plenipotentiary, Ali 
Yousef Al Nuaimi, and Third 
Secretary, Ali Obaid Al Zaabi, 
also welcomed the UAE parlia-
mentary delegation.

The visit reflects the keenness 
of the legislative branch, particu-
larly the Representatives Council, 
to boost parliamentary diplomacy 
in order to discuss ways to en-

hance joint cooperation between 
the two brotherly countries, in 
light of their solid deep-rooted 
ties, strengthened thanks to the 
distinguished relations between 
His Majesty King Hamad bin 
Isa Al Khalifa, and His Highness 
President Shaikh Khalifa bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan of the UAE.

The UAE parliamentary dele-

gation’s visit will feature meet-
ings with senior state officials 
in the kingdom, in addition to 
talks on ways to bolster bilateral 
parliamentary cooperation, and 
activate the agreements signed 
between the two sides to institu-
tionalise parliamentary cooper-
ation and unify visions vis-a-vis 
various issues.

Speaker Zainal welcomes Speaker Ghubash and his accompanying delegation upon their arrival
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Foreign Affairs Minister Dr Abdullatif bin Rashid Al Zayani received in his office at the ministry yesterday, the United 
Nations Development Coordination Office Regional Director Laila Baker, on her official visit to the Kingdom of Bahrain. 
During the meeting, the two sides discussed joint cooperation between Bahrain and the UN and means to boost bilateral 
cooperation and coordination between the Ministry and the UN in various development fields to achieve common goals 
They also reviewed a number of issues of mutual interest. The meeting was attended by the Undersecretary for Political 
Affairs, Dr Shaikh Abdulla bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, the Chief of Human Rights Affairs, Ambassador Dr Arwa Al Sayed, and the 
Acting Chief of Organisations, Ambassador Shaikha Aysha Ahmed Saqer Al Khalifa.

Foreign Minister receives UN Development 
Coordination Office Regional Director

HM King commends solid Bahrain-UAE relations
• Mutual keenness to 
exchange parliamentary 
and democratic 
expertise highlighted

TDT | Manama

His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa hailed 

deep-rooted historical and fra-
ternal relations binding the 
Kingdom of Bahrain and the 
UAE, stressing mutual keenness 
on further expanding joint ties, 
exchanging parliamentary and 
democratic expertise and co-
ordinating stances regarding 
common issues.

This came as HM the King 
yesterday received UAE Federal 
National Council (FNC) Speaker 
Saqr Ghubash at Sakhir Palace.

 His Majesty commended the 

role of the councils in both coun-
tries and their contributions to 
strengthening Bahrain-UAE re-
lations on official and unofficial 
levels and supporting develop-

ment efforts.
HM King Hamad also extend-

ed greetings to the UAE leaders, 
wishing the brotherly people of 
the United Arab Emirates fur-

ther progress and prosperity. 
Speaker Ghubash conveyed 

to HM the King greetings from 
UAE President HH Shaikh Khal-
ifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Vice 
President, Prime Minister and 
Dubai Ruler HH Shaikh Moham-
med bin Rashid Al Maktoum 
and Abu Dhabi Crown Prince 
and UAE Deputy Supreme Com-
mander HH Shaikh Mohammed 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, wishing 
Bahrain and its people further 
progress and prosperity. 

The FNC Speaker expressed 
deepest thanks and gratitude to 
HM the King, hailing his keen-
ness on further strengthening 
fraternal and historical relations 
across all fields and bolstering 
parliamentary cooperation.

HM the King with Speaker Ghubash

Strengthening 
Bahrain and 
Oman economic 
cooperation
TDT | Manama

Oman Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry 

(OCCI) Chairman Ridha bin 
Juma Al Saleh has affirmed 
the depth and strength of 
the Bahraini-Omani eco-
nomic, trade, investment 
and social relations.

Al Saleh was speaking 
while visiting yesterday the 
Bahrain Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry (BCCI), 
leading an Omani economic 
delegation, along with the 
Bahraini Ambassador to 
Oman, Dr Jumaa Al Kaabi, 
to be informed about the 
kingdom’s experience in 
the fields of business in-
cubators, and the facilities 
provided for start-ups, en-
trepreneurs and small and 
medium-sized enterprises.  

The OCCI head stressed 
the importance of holding 
bilateral meetings in consol-
idating joint economic and 
investment action across 
various fields, especially re-
garding the provision of the 
GCC market with the neces-
sary food commodities and 
agricultural products.

He indicated that the two 
countries are seeking to cre-
ate a strategic partnership 
through increasing the vol-
ume of trade exchange, by 
investing in the distinctive 
opportunities in the Omani 
market related to food se-
curity in cooperation with 
Bahrain’s BCCI, noting that 
in Oman, the investment 
atmosphere and laws grant 
foreign investors  100%  
ownership of the compa-
nies, in addition to Oman’s 
strategic location as a com-
mercial centre.

Al Saleh highlighted the 
importance of exchanging 
delegations and visits at all 
levels.

Working together for common goals
Finance Minister hails GCC achievements to enhance regional cooperation

• Bahrain and UAE 
keen to strengthen 
ties for growth 
and prosperity

TDT | Manama

Finance and National Econ-
omy Minister Shaikh Sal-
man bin Khalifa Al Khalifa 

praised the achievements of the 
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
and its efforts to enhance co-
operation between its member 
states.

He was speaking during a 
meeting yesterday with GCC 
Secretary General Dr Nayef Fa-
lah Al Hajraf.

Minister Shaikh Salman wel-
comed Dr Al Hajraf, commend-
ing his tireless efforts to pro-
mote the GCC march and boost 
cooperation to attain the desired 

goals.
Both sides also discussed is-

sues of common interest and 
ways of enhancing joint coop-
eration in various fields.

Dr Al Hajraf expressed sin-
cere thanks and appreciation to 
the minister for the kingdom’s 
continuous efforts to boost GCC 
integration.

Also yesterday, Shaikh Sal-
man received UAE Ambassador 
to Bahrain Shaikh Sultan bin 
Hamdan bin Zayed Al Nahyan.

The minister emphasised 
the deep-rooted historical ties 
between Bahrain and the UAE, 
stressing the importance of fur-
ther developing economic co-
operation for the benefit of the 

two countries and their peoples.
Shaikh Salman noted the ad-

vanced level of relations reached 
by fruitful bilateral cooperation 
and joint coordination in all 
fields, which reflects the keen-
ness and interest of His Majesty 
King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa 
and UAE President His High-
ness Shaikh Khalifa bin Zayed 

Al Nahyan.
Ambassador Shaikh Sultan 

bin Hamdan expressed his sin-
cere thanks and appreciation 
to Minister Shaikh Salman, ex-
pressing the aspiration of the 
UAE to continue strengthening 
joint cooperation to achieve 
growth and prosperity for both 
countries.

Minister Shaikh Salman with Dr Al Hajraf, left, and Ambassador Shaikh Sultan bin Hamdan

House of Representatives elects 
chairmen for five key committees

TDT | Manama

Five MPs were elected chair-
men of key committees at 

the House of Representatives 
during an election held yester-
day marking the end of the fifth 
legislative term’s third session.

They were Ahmed Al Ansari, 
Mohammed El Sisi, Ahmed Al 
Salloum, Fadel Al Sawad and 
Khalid Buanq.

MP Al Ansari won the chair-
manship of House of Repre-
sentatives Services Committee, 
while MP Ammar Al Abbas be-
came Vice Chairman.

The committee consists of 
members of each of the repre-
sentatives, namely Ibrahim Al 
Nafi’i, Sawsan Kamal, Mam-
douh Al Saleh, Ammar Qambar 
and Abdel Rahim.

El Sisi won the chairmanship 
of the Foreign Affairs, Defense 

and National Security Com-
mittee.

Deputy Issa Al Dosari won 
the position of Vice Chairman.

The committee consists of 
members of each of the depu-
ties, namely Bader Al Dosari, 
Ghazi Al Rahma, Abdullah Al 
Thawadi, Ammar Al Bannai and 
Youssef Al Thawadi.

Al Salloum won the chair-
manship of the Financial and 
Economic Affairs Committee.

Al Salloum won by lottery 
after he and MP Mahmoud Al 
Bahrani got four votes each.

MP Ahmed Al Amer won the 
position of Vice Chairman.

The committee consists of 
members of each of the dep-
uties, namely Zainab Abdul 
Amir, Kaltham Al Hayiki, Ab-
dullah Al-Dosari, Mahmoud Al 
Bahrani, Ali Ishaqi and Issa Al 
Kooheji.

Al Sawad won the presidency 
of the Legislative and Legal Af-
fairs Committee.

MP Muhammad Al Absi won 
the position of Vice Chairman.

The committee consists of 
members of each of the repre-
sentatives, namely Sayed Falah 
Hisham, Ali Al Nuaimi, Hish-
am Al Ashery, Issa Al Qadi and 
Youssef Zainal.

Buanq won the chairmanship 
of the Public Utilities Commit-
tee.

Buanq got four votes beating 
Hamad Al Kooheji who had 
three.

MP Ahmed Al Dimistani won 
the position of Vice Chairman.

The committee consists of 
members of each of the depu-
ties, namely Muhammad Bu-
hamoud, Hamad Al Kooheji, 
Adel Al Asoumi, Abdul Razzaq 
Al Hattab and Fatima Al Qatari.

MP Al Salloum MP Al Sawad MP Al Ansari MP Buanq MP El Sisi

EWA outlines plans and projects
 TDT | Manama

Electricity and Water Affairs 
Minister Wael bin Nasser 

Al Mubarak yesterday high-
lighted its future plans and 
projects, as well as its recent 
achievements and their impacts 
on the services delivered to the 
citizens and residents.

This came as Al Mubarak 
received the representative of 
the Capital Governorate’s third 
constituency at the Council of 

Representatives, MP Mamdooh 
Abbas Al Saleh, and discussed 
with him topics related to the 
water and electricity sectors.

They discussed ways to en-
hance cooperation between 
EWA and the Council of Repre-
sentatives, through supporting 
EWA’s plans aimed at constantly 
improving its services.

The minister lauded the 
dedicated efforts exerted by 
lawmakers to raise and discuss 
issues that are related to the 

citizens’ interests.
They also discussed the ex-

ecutive-legislature cooperation 
in achieving the aspirations of 
the citizens and upgrading the 
quality and efficiency of the ser-
vices delivered to them, based 
on the directives of the govern-
ment to strengthen cooperation 
between the two branches.

The lawmaker reviewed the 
service needs of his constitu-
ency, praising the minister’s 
efforts in delivering them.
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‘Breast Cancer Awareness Walk’ successful
Dilmunia Island hosts more than 100 participants as part of vision to develop healthy communities

• BD1,500 in donations 
raised for Bahrain 
Breast Cancer Society 
‘Think Pink Bahrain’

• Supports 
Kingdom’s efforts to 
spread awareness, 
education and research 
about disease

TDT | Manama

Dilmunia, a luxury island 
in the Kingdom of Bah-
rain, has successfully or-

ganised the “Walking for Breast 
Cancer Awareness” project.

More than 100 women took 
part in the event, which suc-
ceeded in raising BD1,500 in do-
nations for the Bahrain Breast 
Cancer Society “Think Pink 
Bahrain”.

It was held on the occasion of 
Breast Cancer Awareness Month 
in cooperation with the “Lettuce 
Run” women’s group with the 

aim of supporting the Kingdom’s 
efforts to spread awareness, ed-
ucation and research about the 
disease.

In addition, the Breast Can-
cer Awareness Walk event wit-
nessed the participation of a 
number of speakers with the aim 
of spreading awareness about 
breast cancer and highlighting 
ways to prevent it.

The list of speakers included 
Dr Subashini Perumal, a spe-
cialist oncologist, who provided 
an overview of the importance 
of early detection and routine 
screening in the fight against 
breast cancer, and Dana Zubari, 
founder of the “Lettuce Run” 
women’s group, who gave a 

speech on the benefits of phys-
ical fitness to prevent breast 

cancer.
The event comes in line with 

Dilmunia’s vision of developing 
healthy communities that pri-

oritise health and 
wellness.

P a r t i c i p a n t s 
wa l ke d  a ro u n d 
the Dilmunia Ca-
nal, the charming 
waterway on the 
island of Dilmunia 
and the longest 
of its kind in the 
Kingdom.

D i l m u n i a  ex-

pressed its deep thanks and ap-
preciation to all the sponsors, 
including Mall of Dilmunia, Bah-
rain Specialist Hospital, Naseej 
Real Estate Development Com-
pany, Andra Public Relations, 
Tamimi Markets and Ithmaar 
Development Company.

All participants were provid-
ed with personalised medical 
T-shirts and masks, partici-
pation medals, in addition to 
special discount vouchers for 
mammography and breast ultra-
sound consultations from Bah-
rain Specialist Hospital, which 
also provided a quick medical 
examination station during the 
event.

Participants in the event

2.3 m
The number of women 

who were diagnosed 
with breast cancer in 
2020 alone, according 
to the World Health 

Organisation.

KNOW WHAT

Breast Cancer Awareness Month is 
celebrated in October each year to 
raise awareness about the impact 

of breast cancer on our lives and to 
highlight new research in the field 
of its prevention. The occasion also 
emphasises that early detection is a 
key factor in the treatment process.

685,000
Total deaths recorded globally 
last year, according to WHO, 
making it the most common 
type of cancer in the world.

Northern Governorate continues 
inspection visits to labour camps
TDT | Manama

The Northern Governorate 
is stepping up its cam-
paign to inspect labour 

camps in its regions and villages.
Governor Ali bin Shaikh Ab-

dul Hussein Al Asfour explained 
that the inspection visits aim 
to determine and improve the 
conditions of joint collective 
accommodations, particularly 
reducing congestions.

According to Labour Market 
Regulatory Authority (LMRA), 
reports about overcrowding at 
labour camps are alarming and 
need to be resolved urgently to 
avoid health problems among 
expatriate workers.

Al Asfour was accompanied 
on the inspection tour by Khalid 
Abdullatif, Director of Services 
Department, Essam Al Khayyat, 
Head of Investment, and Hassan 
Al Sammak, Senior Investment 
Specialist.

They detected a number of 
violations including residency 
issue among the workers. 

The governorate has so far 
monitored approximately 500 
joint labour camps, and the cor-
rection of their conditions is un-
derway, according to the safety 
requirements specified for this 
type of housing.

Al Asfour affirmed that such 
inspection visits will contin-
ue to ensure the application of 
safety and security conditions 

at labour camps and its compli-
ance to the preventive and pre-
cautionary measures to combat 
the spread of the coronavirus 
(COVID-19).

He added that the visits come 
as a result of cooperation and 
coordination with the relevant 
security authorities to reinforce 
preventive and precautionary 
measures at labourers’ resi-

dences.
Members of the joint team 

praised the efforts exerted by 
the Northern Governorate to 
ensure the continuity of inspec-
tion visits to achieve safety and 
security amidst the existence of 
COVID-19.

Governor Al Asfour during the inspection visit

“Such inspection 
visits will continue 

to ensure the 
application of 

safety and security 
conditions at 

labour camps and 
its compliance to 

the preventive 
and precautionary 

measures to combat 
the spread of 

COVID-19.” 
– NORTHERN GOVERNOR ALI BIN SHAIKH 

ABDUL HUSSEIN AL ASFOUR

Online symposium on 
management of water 
associated with oil
TDT | Manama

The Gulf Water Science and 
Technology Society is or-

ganising a virtual specialised 
symposium on “Management 
of Water Associated with Oil” 
on October 25.

It will review the most im-
portant challenges facing the 
management of water, the op-
portunities available to benefit 
from it, and the best practices 
in managing water in the GCC 
countries.

The symposium will have 
five lecturers from Saudi Ara-
bia, Oman and Bahrain.

The Chairman of the Scien-
tific Committee of the Society, 
Prof. Dr. Walid Khalil Zubari, 
said that it is organising the 
symposium in cooperation 
with the Omani Water Society.

A number of specialists 
from different countries of 
the Council will review mod-
ern management methods for 
water associated with oil, the 
most important challenges 
facing its management, and 
the opportunities available for 
maximum benefit from them 
based on global experiences 
and local best practices in this 

field.
Prof. Zubari added that huge 

quantities of oil-accompanied 
water are produced daily in 
the GCC states, and they are 
increasing with the age of the 
oil fields.

This water contains many 
undesirable substances, which 
are suspended or dissolved or-
ganic and inorganic substanc-
es, heavy metals, greases and 
some chemical additives that it 
is used during the production 
process.

They must be treated before 
disposal, which represents a 
high environmental and tech-
nical challenge.

Also, under the conditions 
of water scarcity in the GCC 
countries, this water, if it is 
treated and managed properly, 
represents a high opportunity 
to contribute to facing water 
scarcity and reduce costs as-
sociated with the increasing 
water requirements.

Some experiences in the GCC 
countries have clearly shown 
this. Therefore, the symposi-
um is organised to consider 
and benefit from these expe-
riences.

Bahrain-UAE forum to discuss 
future of media amid pandemic
TDT | Manama

The future of media amid 
the global pandemic and 

the crisis of trust in the media 
among Arab youth will be high-
lighted at a Bahrain-UAE forum 
seen as “an exceptional oppor-
tunity to identify ways in which 
the media can come together to 
tackle key challenges.”

The forum to be held today 
will also provide a platform for 
dialogue on the current state of 
Arab media and the shifts that 
are set to shape the future of 
the industry, the role of social 
media influencers in devel-
oping impactful content and 
sharing inspirational stories 

from the region.
The one-day UAE-Bahrain 

Media Forum, organised by 
Dubai Press Club (DPC) in col-
laboration with the Bahrain 
Journalists Association (BJA), 
will be held virtually.

Information Minister Ali bin 
Mohammed Al Romaihi will de-
liver the keynote address at the 
first media forum to be organised 
jointly by the UAE and Bahrain.

DPC President and Director 
General of the Government of 
Dubai Media Office (GDMO) 
Mona Al Marri, BJA President 
Isa Al Shaij and, DPC Director 
Maitha Buhumaid will partici-
pate in the forum, Dubai Press 
Club said.

Al Majed opening first concert 
at Al Dana Amphitheatre on Nov. 5
 TDT | Manama

Al Dana Amphitheatre, 
Bahrain’s newest and 

most exciting live entertain-
ment destination, yesterday 
announced its official opening 
concert with Rashed Al Majed 
on November 5.

The renowned artist will be 
joined by Maestro Walid Fayed 
who will be leading the musi-
cal band into the night, taking 
to the stage a large group of his 
most popular songs.

“We are honoured to have 
one of the region’s most popu-
lar Arabic artists perform live 
on our opening concert,” said 
Arif Rahimi, Chairman of Al 

Dana Amphitheatre.
“We eagerly anticipate wel-

coming our guests for the very 
first time, and look forward 
to putting on a magnificent 
show!”

The long-standing musi-
cal icon began his journey in 
1984, quickly gaining popular-
ity across the region and the 
Arab nation.

Al Majed

Information Ministry mourns employee
TDT | Manama

The Ministry of Informa-
tion and all its affiliates 

have mourned Saud Abdul-
lah Saleh Dwisan, the video 
shooting specialist at the News 
Directorate, who passed away 
yesterday.

The deceased has been 
known for his high morals and 
dedication at work since join-
ing the ministry in 2013. 

The ministry extended sin-
cere condolences to the family 
of the deceased and the media 

community, praying to Allah 
Almighty to rest his soul in vast 
paradise and bless his family 
with patience and consolation.

Dwisan
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Batelco brings Avaya Spaces to Bahrain following GITEX launch
• Launch to accelerate 
Kingdom’s transition to 
the digital workplace

• Avaya Spaces is an all-
in-one video meeting and 
collaboration solution 
for the digital workplace

Abdul Jaleel Abdullal from 
Dubai

Batelco, Bahrain Telecommu-
nications Company, yester-

day announced its introduction 
of Avaya Spaces, the workstream 
collaboration platform for the 
digital workplace, launching 
a partnership agreement with 
Avaya at GITEX Global 2021, 
the region’s largest technology 
event.  

The introduction of Avaya 
Spaces in Bahrain will help the 
company deliver evolved collab-
oration capabilities to its cus-
tomers as they continue their 
transition to the digital work-
place. It builds on an already 
successful partnership with 
Avaya, which sees Batelco offer 

Avaya OneCloud UCaaS (Unified 
Communications as a Service), 
through its Bahrain-based Data 
Centre. 

Avaya Spaces is an all-in-one 
video meeting and collaboration 
solution for the digital work-
place that changes the way work 
gets done in nearly 100 coun-
tries. Avaya Spaces helps busi-
nesses, schools, governments, 
and other organisations to bring 

together distributed groups of 
people instantly with immersive, 
composable workspaces where 
they can message, meet, share 
content, manage tasks and col-
laborate in the cloud. 

Nidal Abou-Ltaif, President, 
Avaya International, said, “We’re 
proud of our partnership with 
Batelco as we continue to work 
together to solve the business 
challenges of Bahrain’s top or-

ganizations. We continue to 
commit to the digitisation of 
the local workplace, and to help 
local enterprises journey to 
the cloud on their own terms. 
Batelco’s launch of Avaya Spaces 
helps to ease that transition even 
further, enabling our joint cus-
tomers to quickly and seamlessly 
accelerate their digital transfor-
mations.” 

Batelco General Manager 

Enterprise, Abdulla Danesh, 
said that Batelco is delighted to 
announce the introduction of 
Avaya Spaces in Bahrain.   

“O u r  p a r t n e r s h i p  w i t h 
Avaya has already seen us de-
liver world-class communi-
cation solutions through the 
cloud, helping organisations 
to quickly transform via sub-
scription-based models, and we 
have seen significant growth in 

demand for these cloud-based 
solutions since their introduc-
tion. Our offering of Avaya Spac-
es takes things even further, ena-
bling our customers to overcome 
the limitations of traditional PBX 
with an easy-to-implement, se-
cure workstream collaboration 
solution that catapults them 
into the digital workplace,” he  
said. 

“The addition of Avaya Spaces 
to Batelcos portfolio will address 
the needs of organizations in 
Bahrain that require the conven-
ience, visibility, and accessibili-
ty of workstream collaboration 
tools deployed in the cloud,” 
Danesh added.

Batelco’s digital workplace 
offerings leveraging Avaya 
Spaces will be on full display on 
Avaya’s stand at GITEX Global 
2021. Avaya’s presence at GI-
TEX comes in partnership with 
Future Technology, Gulf Appli-
cations, RayCom Technologies, 
Sestek, Summit Technology 
Solutions, Toolwire, TOPAZ, and 
Verint Systems. Visit Avaya at its 
stand in Zabeel Hall, at Dubai 
World Trade Centre, between 
October 17 and 21, 2021, or tune 
into the live broadcast.

Officials during the launch

Kingdom Pride Centre celebrates 
14th anniversary
TDT | Manama 

Kingdom Pride Centre, one 
of the leading department 

stores on the Island, had a big 
party to celebrate its 14th an-
niversary with a treasure hunt, 
free popcorn and candy floss, 
two jumping castles, and a 
pony for all the little kids to 
enjoy free rides on! The Music 
and coordinator made sure the 
kids enjoyed some fun party 
games while the Haribo bear 
made a surprise visit to hand 
out free candy! 

In case, you missed the 
weekend party, you can still 
get some deals throughout the 
month along with a free deliv-
ery service. 

Kingdom Pride Center offers 
a wide range of items – from 
stationery and toys, household 
and party crockery, lights and 
fancy lighting, take away con-
tainers and party bags, clean-
ing products, daily food items 
- snacks and local bites, and 
much more! Be sure to find 
what you need and within 
budget. Kingdom Pride Cen-
tre said it offers mega-deals to 
help save on all monthly needs.

And, that’s not all! If you are 
planning a party and looking 
for party items, Halloween Dé-
cor, X’Mas Trees and lights, 
find all these and more! 

Also on offer is an additional 
discount for any customer who 
brings in their bag from home!

Ahli United Bank launches e-Cheque Service 
TDT | Manama 

Ahli United Bank has an-
nounced the launch of its 

e-Cheque service continuing 
efforts to digitise its entire 
service portfolio. Available to 
both individuals and corpo-
rate clients, the new facility 
will allow them to issue and 

receive cheques with just a  
few clicks.

Through seamless integra-
tion with the BenefitPay app, 
e-Cheques negates the need to 
visit the bank to have a cheque 
book issued or even activate 
the service. 

Corporate clients can initiate 

e-Cheques by talking to their 
Relationship Managers who 
will take it from there.

The initiative highlights the 
bank’s support for the King-
dom’s drive to be the torch-
bearer in the wide adoption of 
FinTech technologies across 
the region.

KPMG names Nader Haffar as chairman of 
Middle East and South Asia region

• Nader Haffar 
is presently the 
Chairman and CEO 
of KPMG Lower Gulf 
(UAE and Oman)

TDT | Manama

The KPMG Middle East and 
South Asia region’s board 

has announced the appoint-
ment of Nader Haffar as its 
Chairman, effective 1 October 
2021. 

He will represent MESA on 
the KPMG Global Council and 
the KPMG Europe, Middle East 
& Africa (EMA) Board. 

Nader Haffar is presently the 
Chairman and CEO of KPMG 
Lower Gulf (UAE and Oman), 
a role he has held since 2018. 
Before this, he led the manage-
ment consulting practices of 
the KPMG member firms in the 
Lower Gulf and Saudi Arabia. 

Commenting on his ap-
pointment, Nader Haffar said: 
“I look forward to working 
with KPMG’s extraordinary 
team and our clients across 
the region to deliver on our 
mandates and build on our 
growth momentum. I would 

also like to thank Reyaz Mi-
hular, outgoing Chairman, for 
his stellar contribution to the 
MESA region over the past two 
decades.” 

25 office locations
The KPMG MESA region cov-

ers more than 25 office loca-
tions across 15 countries and 
territories, including Bahrain, 
Bangladesh, Egypt, Iraq, Jor-
dan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Mal-
dives, Oman, Pakistan, Pales-
tine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sri 
Lanka and the United Arab 
Emirates.

Nader Haffar

Saudi hits 15-year peak; 
Egypt falls, Bahrain rise
• Bahrain All Share 
Index increased 
8.14 points

• Brent crude 
was up 65 cents

• Etihad Etisalat 
gained about 3%

TDT | agencies 

Saudi Arabia closed at a 
more than 15-year high 
yesterday as crude prices 

resumed gains, while the Egyp-
tian bourse retreated as inves-
tors booked profits following a 
recent rally.

Bahrain All Share Index has 
closed at 1,718.15 points mark-
ing an increase of 8.14 points 
above the previous closing.

This increase was due to the 
rise in the Communications 
Services Sector, Financials Sec-
tor and Materials Sector.

Bahrain Islamic Index has 
closed at 676.37 points marking 
an increase of 1.71 points above 
the previous closing.

Results indicated that 138 
equity transactions took place 
with a volume of 5,694,415 
worth BD 1,486,280.

Investors traded mainly in 
the Materials Sector represent-
ing 46.38% of the total value of 

securities traded.
Brent crude was up 65 cents, 

or 0.8%, to $84.98 a barrel by 
1206 GMT as a supply crunch 
in natural gas, electricity and 
coal continued across the globe 
while falling temperatures in 
China revived concerns.

Saudi Arabia’s benchmark 
index (.TASI) rose 0.3%, reach-
ing its highest since July 2006, 
with Al Rajhi Bank (1120.SE) 
climbing 3.1%, finishing at its 
highest in over 15 years.

Telecom firm Etihad Etisalat 
(7020.SE) gained about 3% after 
reporting a rise in quarterly 
profit.

The kingdom’s crude oil ex-
ports in August rose for a fourth 
consecutive month to their 
highest since January 2021, the 
Joint Organisation Data Initia-
tive said on Monday.  

Outside the Gulf, Egypt’s 
blue-chip index (.EGX30) fell 
0.7%, snapping a 10-day win-
ning streak with Commercial 
International Bank (COMI.CA) 
falling 1%.

In Abu Dhabi, the index (.ADI) 
eased 0.1%, weighed down by 
a 0.6% fall in top lender First 
Abu Dhabi Bank (FAB.AD) and 
a 0.4% fall in conglomerate In-
ternational Holding (IHC.AD).

Dubai’s main share index 
(.DFMGI) gave up early gains to 
close flat, with top lender Emir-
ates NBD (ENBD.DU) losing 0.7% 
ahead of its earnings.

Logistic firm Aramex (ARMX.
DU) advanced 1.9% after it re-
sumed deliveries to and from 
the United Arab Emirates and 
Doha.

Oman was closed for a public 
holiday.

Closing Bell 
SAUDI    0.3% to 11,793

ABU DHABI     0.1% to 7,888

DUBAI  n at 2,818

QATAR   0.2% to 11,767

EGYPT     0.7% to 11,195

BAHRAIN   0.5% to 1,718

KUWAIT  0.4% to 7,519

Traders monitors stock information (Courtersy of Bloomberg) 

CBB T-bills 
oversubscribed 
by  128%
TDT | Manama

This week’s BD 70 million 
issue of Government 

Treasury Bills has been 
oversubscribed by 128%.

The bills, carrying a ma-
turity of 91 days, are issued 
by the Central Bank of Bah-
rain (CBB), on behalf of the 
Government of the King-
dom of Bahrain.

The issue date of the bills 
is October 20 and the matu-
rity date is January 19, 2022.

The weighted average 
rate of interest is 1.42% 
compared to 1.40% of the 
previous issue on October 6.

The approximate aver-
age price for the issue was 
99.641% with the lowest ac-
cepted price being 99.597%.

This is issue No. 1882 
(ISIN BH00014I7422) of 
Government  Treasury 
Bills. With this, the total 
outstanding value of Gov-
ernment Treasury Bills is 
BD 2.110 billion.

Treasury-bills No. 86 
oversubscribed 110%

CBB also announced that 
its BD 100 million issue of 
Government Bills has been 
oversubscribed by 110% this 
week. 

The bills, carrying a ma-
turity of 12 months, are is-
sued by the Central Bank 
of Bahrain (CBB), on behalf 
of the Kingdom of Bahrain.

The issue date of the bills 
is October 21 and the ma-
turity date is October 20, 
2022.

The weighted average 
rate of interest is 1.65% 
compared to 1.66% of the 
previous issue on Septem-
ber 23.

The approximate aver-
age price for the issue was 
98.35574% with the low-
est accepted price being 
98.214%.

This is issue No. 86 (ISIN 
BH0007784646) of Govern-
ment Treasury Bills. With 
this, the total outstanding 
value of Government Treas-
ury Bills is BD 2.110 billion.
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1st Crusaders arrive in 
Antioch during the First 
Crusade

Chinese uprising in the Philippines fails after 
23,000 killed

US Senate ratifies the Louisiana Purchase  Communist forces end their 
Long March at Yan’an, in Shaanxi, 

China, bringing Mao Zedong to 
prominence
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A society which has 
no room for diver-

sity has no room for hu-
manity. We must speak 
out wherever we witness 
hate and #StandUp4Hu-
manRights and the digni-
ty of all.

@antonioguterres

The UK’s path to end-
ing our contribution 

to climate change will 
be paved with well-paid 
jobs, billions in invest-
ment and thriving green 
industries – powering 
our green industrial 
revolution across the 
country.

@BorisJohnson

Our new Bay View 
campus will run on 

90% carbon-free energy, 
with a mix of solar, wind, 
and geothermal. This is 
part of our moonshot to 
run 24/7 carbon-free by 
2030. Thanks @mhber-
gen for the in-depth look 
at our sustainability ef-
forts.

@sundarpichai

In t r o d u c i n g  t h e 
groundbreaking and 

completely reimagined 
14- and 16-inch MacBook 
Pro – our most powerful 
notebook ever.

@tim_cook

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stances)
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242,116,003

4,924,506

219,417,460

Deaths

Recovered:

New cases 

New deaths 
+236,480

+4,006

Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 319,339 18,015 269,482 31,842

Saudi 
Arabia

548,018 +49 8,767 +2 537,037 2,214

UAE 738,812 +122 2,122 +2 732,594 4,096

Kuwait 412,371 2,458 409,344 569

Oman 304,066 4,106 299,434 526

Qatar 238,079 +83 608 236,575 896

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 45,909,637 746,529

2 India 34,106,510 452,626

3 Brazil 21,651,910 603,521

4 UK 8,541,192 138,852

5 Russia 8,060,752 225,325

6 Turkey 7,683,517 67,837

7 France 7,090,109 117,306

8 Iran 5,809,967 124,423

9 Argentina 5,273,463 115,704

10 Spain 4,988,878 87,030

11 Colombia 4,982,575 126,886

12 Italy 4,722,188 131,655

13 Germany 4,403,038 95,528

14 Indonesia 4,236,287 143,049

G l o b a l  t a l l y

C O V I D - 1 : 9  C o u n t r i e s  w o r s t  a f f e c t e d

Figures as of closing

News in brief 
 u Russian President 
Vladimir Putin will not attend 
the G20 summit in Rome in person 
this month due to concernsabout the 
COVID-19 pandemic, but will take part 
in it via video link, the Kremlin said 
yesterday. The Kremlin said Putin 
informed Italian Prime Minister Mario 
Draghi about his plans in a telephone 
call during which they also discussed the 
situation in Afghanistan and bilateral issues. 
Separately, the RIA news agency quoted 
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov as saying 
that Putin’s decision was driven by the 
epidemiological situation. Putin briefly self-isolated last month after dozens of 
people in his entourage were diagnosed with COVID-19. Last week, after coughing 
repeatedly at a government meeting, Putin said he had caught a cold.

u Lebanon’s parliament voted yesterday to hold legislative 
elections on March 27, giving Prime Minister Najib Mikati’s government 

only a few months to try to secure an 
IMF recovery plan amid a deepening 
economic meltdown. Lebanon’s 
financial crisis, which the World 
Bank labelled one of the deepest 
depressions of modern history, had 

been compounded by political deadlock for over a year before Mikati put together 
a cabinet alongside President Michel Aoun.

u US Defence Secretary Lloyd Austin yesterday called on 
Moscow to stop prolonging the war in eastern Ukraine, his second stop 
in Black Sea countries he said were threatened by Russian expansionism. “We 
again call on 
Russia to end 
its occupation 
of Crimea 
and to stop 
perpetuating 
the war in eastern Ukraine, to end its destabilising activities in the Black Sea and 
along Ukraine’s borders,” he said in a meeting with Ukraine Defence Minister 
Andriy Taran. “Russia started this war and Russia is the obstacle to a peaceful 
resolution,” he added.

u A group of 10 naval 
vessels from China and 
Russia sailed through 
a strait separating 
Japan’s main island and 
its northern island of 
Hokkaido on Monday, the Japanese government said, adding 
that it is closely watching such activities. It was the first time Japan has confirmed the 
passage of Chinese and Russian naval vessels sailing together through the Tsugaru 
Strait, which separates the Sea of Japan from the Pacific. While the strait is regarded 
as international waters, Japan’s ties with China have long been plagued by conflicting 
claims over a group of tiny East China Sea islets. Tokyo has a  
territorial dispute with Moscow, as well. “The government is closely watching Chinese 
and Russian naval vessels’ activities around Japan like this one with high interest,” 
Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihiko Isozaki told a regular news conference on 
Tuesday.

Lebanon 
goes to 
polls in 
March 

US Pentagon 
chief in Kiev says 
Russia ‘obstacle’ 
to peace

China, 
Russia navy 
ships jointly 
sail through 
Japan strait

Russia’s Putin 
won’t attend G20 
summit in person

W I D E  A N G L E

JOEL INDRUPATI

How science fiction 
predicts future 
technology

Somehow, fiction 
writers and movie 

directors seem to 
have thought of 

Plasma or LCD or 
LED displays, much 
ahead of their time. 

We even have UHD 
and OLED tech now. 

Two main characters in the 1989 Sci Fi comedy movie 
“Back to the Future – Part II” travel through time, to 21 
October 2015.

Now, that date is already ‘back in the past’ by 6 years.
Back in 2015, marking that date’s momentous movie-occasion, 

BBC had broadcast a radio programme, and TIME magazine had 
published an article too - on whether some of those futuristic 
predictions, in the movie, had come true.

Surprisingly, TIME had listed out ten! And thereby reaffirm-
ing that sci-fi writers’ imagination often propels the growth of 
technology.

Shown in the movie were flying drones (which we know 
are already doing a host of things now), electronic wireless 
payments (which is here now), fingerprint recognition by de-
vices to unlock doors (biometric devices), video games with 
only gestures (Kinect devices with motion sensing input), and 
futuristic eyeglasses to watch TV (Google glass is already here, 
and Facebook-Ray-Ban glasses too). Of course, many predictions 
didn’t come true. But I am not writing about those now.

It was in 1968 that Arthur C Clarke’s book ‘2001: A Space Od-
yssey’ was made into a movie.

And I was shocked to see Flat 
Screen Video Monitors in that 
iconic movie. It was made at a 
time when the scientific world 
was barely coming to grips 
with the Cathode Ray Tubes 
(CRT) for projecting images. 
Somehow, fiction writers and 
movie directors seem to have 
thought of Plasma or LCD or 
LED displays, much ahead of 
their time. We even have UHD 
and OLED tech now. 

Watching a Whatsapp for-
ward of Prof. Michio Kaku 
talking about the future of the 
digital economy, I remembered 
how Arthur C Clarke had im-
agined the Internet, data centres, and even customized 
online searches way back in the 1960s and 1970s.

Electronically operated robots appeared in fiction during the 
1930s. A decade before ENIAC, the first electronic computer, 
appeared.

And Isaac Asimov, arguably the best science fiction writer in 
the twentieth century, came out with the “Laws of Robotics” 
as early as 1942.

Of course, not all fiction can become real. So, I don’t grudge the 
scientists who rubbish Asimov’s laws. Two of them, Barthelmess 
and Furbach, in MIT Technological Review argue that our fears 
over robots’ potential to destroy us are unfounded. And that 
Asimov’s laws aren’t needed.

So what? That was fiction. Robots may or may not harm their 
creator. But did it not inspire greater research into Artificial 
Intelligence and Robotics?

For that matter, Mary Shelly’s story ‘Frankenstein’, of 1818, 
was a precursor to robotic fiction by over a century. A monster 
made from human body parts – as a scientific experiment - turns 
against Frankenstein, its creator, because he refuses to make a 
mate for the monster.

In Jules Verne’s story ‘20,000 Leagues under the Sea’, is 
Captain Nemo’s submarine ’Nautilus’. A submarine powered 
by ‘electricity’ which, in 1870, was completely unimaginable. 

When the US made its first nuclear-powered submarine, it 
called it ‘USS Nautilus’, in his honour.

In fact, Jules Verne had also imagined man’s attempt “From 
the Earth to the Moon” in 1869, one hundred years before the 
moon landing happened.

Of course, the method he had adopted in the book to reach 
the moon would seem preposterous today. And I do not think 
that his dream of a “Journey to the Centre of the Earth’ will 
ever be realized in the next 1000 years. But, we cannot imagine 
everything. Bob Gale, screenwriter and co-producer of ‘Back 
to the Future’ trilogy says that, in 1989, he never imagined a 
‘smartphone’. But…

“It’s the Swiss Army Knife of today. The fact that everyone 
can have one device that’s a computer, that’s a camera, that’s 
a recording device, that’s a calculator, that’s a flashlight ... we 
didn’t think of that.”

North Korea test-fires submarine-
launched ballistic missile: S.Korea
• South Korean 
and US officials were 
investigating if the 
missile was a smaller, 
previously unseen version 
displayed last week at an 
exhibit in Pyongyang

• North Korea’s 
last SLBM test was 
in October 2019

Reuters | Seoul 

North Korea fired a sub-
marine-launched ballistic 
missile off its east coast 

yesterday, South Korea’s military 
said, pulling Japan’s new prime 
minister off the campaign trail 
and overshadowing the opening 
of a major arms fair in Seoul.

The US military’s Indo-Pacific 
Command condemned the launch 
as destabilising, but judged it did 
not pose an immediate threat to 
the United States or its allies.

South Korean and US officials 
were investigating if the missile 
was a smaller, previously unseen 
version displayed last week at an 
exhibit in Pyongyang, a South Ko-
rean military source told Reuters, 
citing ongoing analysis.

They were also examining 
whether the missile was fired 

from North Korea’s experimen-
tal Gorae-class submarine, he 
added, speaking on condition of 
anonymity.

The launch, reported by offi-
cials in South Korea and Japan, 
came after US and South Kore-
an envoys met in Washington on 
Monday to discuss the nuclear 
standoff with the North.

The launch is the latest weap-
ons test by North Korea, which 
has persisted with military de-
velopment despite international 
sanctions over its nuclear weap-
ons and missile programmes.

“Our military is closely mon-
itoring the situation and main-
taining readiness posture in close 
cooperation with the United 

States, to prepare 
for possible addi-
tional launches,” 
South Korea’s Joint 
Chiefs of Staff said in 
a statement.

They said the missile was 
launched at about 10:17 a.m. from 
the sea in the vicinity of Sinpo, 
where North Korea keeps subma-
rines as well as equipment for test 
firing SLBMs.

It was not immediately clear if 
the missile was fired from a sub-
marine or from a submersible test 
barge, as in most previous tests. A 
military source said it flew about 
430 km to 450 km (267 to 280 
miles) to a maximum altitude of 
60 km (37 miles).

North Korea’s last SLBM test 
was in October 2019, when a Puk-
guksong-3 missile was fired from 
an underwater platform, flying 
450 km to a maximum altitude 
of 910 km.

Kim Dong-yup, a former South 
Korea Navy officer who is a pro-
fessor at Seoul’s Kyungnam Uni-
versity, said the latest test prob-
ably involved an SLBM recently 
unveiled by North Korea.

The North displayed 
new Pukguksong-4 

a n d  P u kg u k-
s o n g - 5  S L -

BMs during 
m i l i t a r y 
parades in 
O c t o b e r 
and Janu-
ary respec-

tively,  and 
a previously 

unseen, smaller 
missile was spotted 

at last week’s defence 
fair in Pyongyang.

North Korea has also been 
working on what would be its first 
operational submarine capable of 
launching an SLBM, South Korean 
officials say.

The Washington-based Nuclear 
Threat Initiative has said SLBM 
capability could provide North 
Korea with additional options 
for nuclear launch, and a hedge 
against destruction of land-based 
nuclear systems.

People watch a TV broadcasting file footage of a news report on 
North Korea firing a ballistic missile off its east coast, in Seoul, 
South Korea

Last month South Korea suc-
cessfully tested an SLBM, be-
coming the first country with-

out nuclear weapons to develop 
such a system. North Korea test 
fired a missile launched from a 

train on the same day.

KNOW WHAT

South Korea is 
also preparing 
to test fire its 
first homegrown 
space launch 
vehicle on 
Thursday.

The North displayed new 
Pukguksong-4 and Pukguksong-5 
SLBMs during its military 
parades in October and January, 
respectively, and a previously 
unseen, smaller missile was 
spotted at last week’s defence 
fair in Pyongyang.

EU warns Poland it will pay 
for challenging common law
• Polish prime 
minister warns of 
EU mission creep

• A ‘direct challenge 
to EU’s legal order’, 
von der Leyen says

• Three options: legal, 
financial, suspending 
voting rights

Reuters | Brussels

The European Commission’s 
chief executive warned 

Poland yesterday that its chal-
lenge to the supremacy of Eu-
ropean Union law called into 
question the very foundations 
of the 27-nation bloc and could 
not go unpunished.

Poland’s Constitutional Tri-
bunal ruled last week that parts 
of EU law are incompatible 
with the Polish constitution, 
undermining the legal pillar 
on which the union stands 
and raising fears that Poland 

could eventually leave the  
bloc.

Poland’s ruling nationalist 
Law and Justice party says it 
has no plans for a “Polexit” and 
- unlike Britain before its Brexit 
referendum in 2016 - popular 
support for membership of the 
EU remains high in Poland.

Nevertheless, other member 

states have been dismayed by 
Warsaw’s defiance of the EU, 
including Prime Minister Ma-
teusz Morawiecki’s complaint 
in a letter on Monday of mission 
creep that he warned would 
lead to a “centrally managed 
organism, governed by institu-
tions deprived of democratic 
control”.

Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki delivers a speech during a debate 
on Poland’s challenge to the supremacy of EU laws at the European Parliament 
in Strasbourg, France

15 dead as heavy rains batter northern India
AFP | Dehradun, India

At least 15 people died and 
over a dozen were miss-

ing after landslides and flash 
floods triggered by several days 
of heavy rain hit northern India, 
officials said yesterday. 

Forecasters have also warned 
of more heavy rains in the com-
ing days in the southern state 
of Kerala where floods have 
already killed at least 27 people 
since Friday.

Officials in the Himalayan 
state of Uttarakhand said 10 
people were killed in fresh 
landslides on Tuesday after 
five died in similar incidents 
on Monday.

Five of the deceased were 
killed after a cloudburst -- an 
ultra-intense deluge of rain -- 
triggered a landslide, complete-
ly burying a house along with 
its inhabitants in the town of 
Nainital early Tuesday.

“We have recovered five bod-
ies from the disaster site and 
a further search is on,” local 
official Prateek Jain told AFP.

Another landslide in the 
northern Almora district left 
five people dead after huge 
rocks and a wall of mud demol-
ished and engulfed their home.

The Indian Meteorological 
Department extended and wid-
ened its weather alert on Tues-
day, predicting “heavy” to “very 
heavy” rainfall in the region for 

the next two days.
The weather office said sev-

eral areas were drenched by 
more than 400 mm (16 inches) 
of rainfall on Monday, causing 
landslides and flooding.

Authorities ordered the clo-
sure of schools and banned all 
religious and tourist activities 
in the state.

Television footage and social 
media videos showed residents 
wading through knee-deep wa-
ter near Nainital lake, a tourist 
hotspot, and the Ganges burst-
ing its banks in Rishikesh.

More than 100 tourists were 
also stuck inside a resort in 

Ramgarh after the overflow-
ing Kosi river deluged several 
localities.

Landslides are a regular dan-
ger in India’s Himalayan north, 
but experts say they are becom-
ing more common as rains be-
come increasingly erratic and 
glaciers melt.

Experts also blame construc-
tion work on hydroelectric 
dams and deforestation.

In February, a ferocious flash 
flood hurtled down a remote 
valley in Uttarakhand, killing 
around 200 people. At least 
5,700 people perished there in 
2013.

A statue of Hindu god Lord Shiva is pictured amid rising water levels of River 
Ganga after incessant rains in Rishikesh in India’s Uttrakhand state 

Nazi war crimes suspect, 96, who went on the run goes on trial
Reuters | Berlin

A 96-year-old German woman 
who was caught shortly after 

going on the run ahead of a court 
hearing last month on charges of 
committing war crimes during 
World War Two appeared before 
a judge yesterday in the northern 
town of Itzehoe.

Irmgard Furchner, accused of 
having contributed as an 18-year-
old to the murder of 11,412 people 
when she was a typist at the Stut-
thof concentration camp between 
1943 and 1945, was taken into the 
sparse courtroom in a wheelchair.

Her face was barely visible 
behind a white mask and scarf 

pulled low over her eyes. Secu-
rity was heavy as the judge and 
legal staff made their way into 
the court.

Between 1939 and 1945 some 
65,000 people died of starvation 
and disease or in the gas cham-
ber at the concentration camp 
near Gdansk, in today’s Poland. 
They included prisoners of war 
and Jews caught up in the Nazis’ 
extermination campaign.

The trial was postponed after 
Furchner left her home early on 
Sept. 30 and went on the run for 
several hours before being de-
tained later that day.

Charges could not be read un-
til Furchner, who faces trial in 

an adolescent court because of 
her young age at the time of the 
alleged crimes, was present in 
court.

She is the latest nonagenarian 
to have been charged with Hol-
ocaust crimes in what is seen as 
a rush by prosecutors to seize 
the final opportunity to enact 
justice for the victims of some 
of the worst mass killings in  
history.

Although prosecutors convict-
ed major perpetrators - those 
who issued orders or pulled trig-
gers - in the 1960s “Frankfurt 
Auschwitz Trials”, the practice 
until the 2000s was to leave low-
er-level suspects alone.

Irmgard Furchner, a 96-year-old former 
secretary to the SS commander of the 
Stutthof concentration camp

Israel approves West Bank residency for 4,000 undocumented Palestinians
Reuters | Jerusalem

Israel announced yesterday that 
it approved registration as West 

Bank residents for some 4,000 
Palestinians who have been living 
for years in the Israeli-occupied 
territory without official status.

The decision affects 2,800 for-
mer inhabitants of the Gaza Strip 
who left the enclave after Ha-

mas Islamist militants seized it 
in internal Palestinian fighting in 
2007, Israel’s COGAT liaison office 
to the Palestinians said.

Some 1,200 other Palestini-
ans, among them undocument-
ed spouses and children of West 
Bank residents, will also receive 
official standing.

Inclusion in the Palestinian 

Population Registry, which Isra-
el controls, will enable the group 
to receive identification cards. 
The documentation will enable 
passage through Israeli military 
checkpoints in the West Bank, an 
area captured in a 1967 war.

Israel describes the roadblocks, 
condemned by Palestinians and 
rights groups as restricting free-

dom of movement, as a security 
necessity.On Twitter, Israeli De-
fence Minister Benny Gantz said 
he approved the 4,000 residency 
registrations as a humanitarian 
gesture and “as part of my policy 
to strengthen the economy and 
improve the lives of Palestinians” 
in the West Bank.

Hussein Al Sheikh, a senior of-

ficial of the Palestinian Author-
ity (PA) that exercises limited 
self-rule in the West Bank, said 
on Twitter that the 4,000 “ob-
tained their right to citizenship” 
and would receive identification 
cards. Under interim Israeli-Pal-
estinian peace deals that estab-
lished the PA, Israel committed to 
approve the residency in the West 

Bank and Gaza of some 4,000 new 
spouses of local residents each 
year under a family reunification 
programme.

Israel suspended the approvals 
when the Palestinian uprising 
erupted in 2000. It granted some 
32,000 reunification permits in 
2008 and 2009, but largely froze 
the process, save for a smattering 

of humanitarian cases, since then.
Gantz gave the new approvals 

some seven weeks after holding 
talks with Palestinian President 
Mahmoud Abbas in the West 
Bank city of Ramallah. It was the 
highest-level meeting between 
Abbas and an Israeli minister to 
be made public since Israel’s new 
government was formed in June.

(The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the author and 
do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the Daily Tribune)
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1st Crusaders arrive in 
Antioch during the First 
Crusade

Chinese uprising in the Philippines fails after 
23,000 killed

US Senate ratifies the Louisiana Purchase  Communist forces end their 
Long March at Yan’an, in Shaanxi, 

China, bringing Mao Zedong to 
prominence
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A society which has 
no room for diver-

sity has no room for hu-
manity. We must speak 
out wherever we witness 
hate and #StandUp4Hu-
manRights and the digni-
ty of all.

@antonioguterres

The UK’s path to end-
ing our contribution 

to climate change will 
be paved with well-paid 
jobs, billions in invest-
ment and thriving green 
industries – powering 
our green industrial 
revolution across the 
country.

@BorisJohnson

Our new Bay View 
campus will run on 

90% carbon-free energy, 
with a mix of solar, wind, 
and geothermal. This is 
part of our moonshot to 
run 24/7 carbon-free by 
2030. Thanks @mhber-
gen for the in-depth look 
at our sustainability ef-
forts.

@sundarpichai

In t r o d u c i n g  t h e 
groundbreaking and 

completely reimagined 
14- and 16-inch MacBook 
Pro – our most powerful 
notebook ever.

@tim_cook

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stances)
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242,116,003

4,924,506

219,417,460

Deaths

Recovered:

New cases 

New deaths 
+236,480

+4,006

Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 319,339 18,015 269,482 31,842

Saudi 
Arabia

548,018 +49 8,767 +2 537,037 2,214

UAE 738,812 +122 2,122 +2 732,594 4,096

Kuwait 412,371 2,458 409,344 569

Oman 304,066 4,106 299,434 526

Qatar 238,079 +83 608 236,575 896

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 45,909,637 746,529

2 India 34,106,510 452,626

3 Brazil 21,651,910 603,521

4 UK 8,541,192 138,852

5 Russia 8,060,752 225,325

6 Turkey 7,683,517 67,837

7 France 7,090,109 117,306

8 Iran 5,809,967 124,423

9 Argentina 5,273,463 115,704

10 Spain 4,988,878 87,030

11 Colombia 4,982,575 126,886

12 Italy 4,722,188 131,655

13 Germany 4,403,038 95,528

14 Indonesia 4,236,287 143,049

G l o b a l  t a l l y
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News in brief 
 u Russian President 
Vladimir Putin will not attend 
the G20 summit in Rome in person 
this month due to concernsabout the 
COVID-19 pandemic, but will take part 
in it via video link, the Kremlin said 
yesterday. The Kremlin said Putin 
informed Italian Prime Minister Mario 
Draghi about his plans in a telephone 
call during which they also discussed the 
situation in Afghanistan and bilateral issues. 
Separately, the RIA news agency quoted 
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov as saying 
that Putin’s decision was driven by the 
epidemiological situation. Putin briefly self-isolated last month after dozens of 
people in his entourage were diagnosed with COVID-19. Last week, after coughing 
repeatedly at a government meeting, Putin said he had caught a cold.

u Lebanon’s parliament voted yesterday to hold legislative 
elections on March 27, giving Prime Minister Najib Mikati’s government 

only a few months to try to secure an 
IMF recovery plan amid a deepening 
economic meltdown. Lebanon’s 
financial crisis, which the World 
Bank labelled one of the deepest 
depressions of modern history, had 

been compounded by political deadlock for over a year before Mikati put together 
a cabinet alongside President Michel Aoun.

u US Defence Secretary Lloyd Austin yesterday called on 
Moscow to stop prolonging the war in eastern Ukraine, his second stop 
in Black Sea countries he said were threatened by Russian expansionism. “We 
again call on 
Russia to end 
its occupation 
of Crimea 
and to stop 
perpetuating 
the war in eastern Ukraine, to end its destabilising activities in the Black Sea and 
along Ukraine’s borders,” he said in a meeting with Ukraine Defence Minister 
Andriy Taran. “Russia started this war and Russia is the obstacle to a peaceful 
resolution,” he added.

u A group of 10 naval 
vessels from China and 
Russia sailed through 
a strait separating 
Japan’s main island and 
its northern island of 
Hokkaido on Monday, the Japanese government said, adding 
that it is closely watching such activities. It was the first time Japan has confirmed the 
passage of Chinese and Russian naval vessels sailing together through the Tsugaru 
Strait, which separates the Sea of Japan from the Pacific. While the strait is regarded 
as international waters, Japan’s ties with China have long been plagued by conflicting 
claims over a group of tiny East China Sea islets. Tokyo has a  
territorial dispute with Moscow, as well. “The government is closely watching Chinese 
and Russian naval vessels’ activities around Japan like this one with high interest,” 
Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihiko Isozaki told a regular news conference on 
Tuesday.

Lebanon 
goes to 
polls in 
March 

US Pentagon 
chief in Kiev says 
Russia ‘obstacle’ 
to peace

China, 
Russia navy 
ships jointly 
sail through 
Japan strait

Russia’s Putin 
won’t attend G20 
summit in person
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How science fiction 
predicts future 
technology

Somehow, fiction 
writers and movie 

directors seem to 
have thought of 

Plasma or LCD or 
LED displays, much 
ahead of their time. 

We even have UHD 
and OLED tech now. 

Two main characters in the 1989 Sci Fi comedy movie 
“Back to the Future – Part II” travel through time, to 21 
October 2015.

Now, that date is already ‘back in the past’ by 6 years.
Back in 2015, marking that date’s momentous movie-occasion, 

BBC had broadcast a radio programme, and TIME magazine had 
published an article too - on whether some of those futuristic 
predictions, in the movie, had come true.

Surprisingly, TIME had listed out ten! And thereby reaffirm-
ing that sci-fi writers’ imagination often propels the growth of 
technology.

Shown in the movie were flying drones (which we know 
are already doing a host of things now), electronic wireless 
payments (which is here now), fingerprint recognition by de-
vices to unlock doors (biometric devices), video games with 
only gestures (Kinect devices with motion sensing input), and 
futuristic eyeglasses to watch TV (Google glass is already here, 
and Facebook-Ray-Ban glasses too). Of course, many predictions 
didn’t come true. But I am not writing about those now.

It was in 1968 that Arthur C Clarke’s book ‘2001: A Space Od-
yssey’ was made into a movie.

And I was shocked to see Flat 
Screen Video Monitors in that 
iconic movie. It was made at a 
time when the scientific world 
was barely coming to grips 
with the Cathode Ray Tubes 
(CRT) for projecting images. 
Somehow, fiction writers and 
movie directors seem to have 
thought of Plasma or LCD or 
LED displays, much ahead of 
their time. We even have UHD 
and OLED tech now. 

Watching a Whatsapp for-
ward of Prof. Michio Kaku 
talking about the future of the 
digital economy, I remembered 
how Arthur C Clarke had im-
agined the Internet, data centres, and even customized 
online searches way back in the 1960s and 1970s.

Electronically operated robots appeared in fiction during the 
1930s. A decade before ENIAC, the first electronic computer, 
appeared.

And Isaac Asimov, arguably the best science fiction writer in 
the twentieth century, came out with the “Laws of Robotics” 
as early as 1942.

Of course, not all fiction can become real. So, I don’t grudge the 
scientists who rubbish Asimov’s laws. Two of them, Barthelmess 
and Furbach, in MIT Technological Review argue that our fears 
over robots’ potential to destroy us are unfounded. And that 
Asimov’s laws aren’t needed.

So what? That was fiction. Robots may or may not harm their 
creator. But did it not inspire greater research into Artificial 
Intelligence and Robotics?

For that matter, Mary Shelly’s story ‘Frankenstein’, of 1818, 
was a precursor to robotic fiction by over a century. A monster 
made from human body parts – as a scientific experiment - turns 
against Frankenstein, its creator, because he refuses to make a 
mate for the monster.

In Jules Verne’s story ‘20,000 Leagues under the Sea’, is 
Captain Nemo’s submarine ’Nautilus’. A submarine powered 
by ‘electricity’ which, in 1870, was completely unimaginable. 

When the US made its first nuclear-powered submarine, it 
called it ‘USS Nautilus’, in his honour.

In fact, Jules Verne had also imagined man’s attempt “From 
the Earth to the Moon” in 1869, one hundred years before the 
moon landing happened.

Of course, the method he had adopted in the book to reach 
the moon would seem preposterous today. And I do not think 
that his dream of a “Journey to the Centre of the Earth’ will 
ever be realized in the next 1000 years. But, we cannot imagine 
everything. Bob Gale, screenwriter and co-producer of ‘Back 
to the Future’ trilogy says that, in 1989, he never imagined a 
‘smartphone’. But…

“It’s the Swiss Army Knife of today. The fact that everyone 
can have one device that’s a computer, that’s a camera, that’s 
a recording device, that’s a calculator, that’s a flashlight ... we 
didn’t think of that.”

North Korea test-fires submarine-
launched ballistic missile: S.Korea
• South Korean 
and US officials were 
investigating if the 
missile was a smaller, 
previously unseen version 
displayed last week at an 
exhibit in Pyongyang

• North Korea’s 
last SLBM test was 
in October 2019

Reuters | Seoul 

North Korea fired a sub-
marine-launched ballistic 
missile off its east coast 

yesterday, South Korea’s military 
said, pulling Japan’s new prime 
minister off the campaign trail 
and overshadowing the opening 
of a major arms fair in Seoul.

The US military’s Indo-Pacific 
Command condemned the launch 
as destabilising, but judged it did 
not pose an immediate threat to 
the United States or its allies.

South Korean and US officials 
were investigating if the missile 
was a smaller, previously unseen 
version displayed last week at an 
exhibit in Pyongyang, a South Ko-
rean military source told Reuters, 
citing ongoing analysis.

They were also examining 
whether the missile was fired 

from North Korea’s experimen-
tal Gorae-class submarine, he 
added, speaking on condition of 
anonymity.

The launch, reported by offi-
cials in South Korea and Japan, 
came after US and South Kore-
an envoys met in Washington on 
Monday to discuss the nuclear 
standoff with the North.

The launch is the latest weap-
ons test by North Korea, which 
has persisted with military de-
velopment despite international 
sanctions over its nuclear weap-
ons and missile programmes.

“Our military is closely mon-
itoring the situation and main-
taining readiness posture in close 
cooperation with the United 

States, to prepare 
for possible addi-
tional launches,” 
South Korea’s Joint 
Chiefs of Staff said in 
a statement.

They said the missile was 
launched at about 10:17 a.m. from 
the sea in the vicinity of Sinpo, 
where North Korea keeps subma-
rines as well as equipment for test 
firing SLBMs.

It was not immediately clear if 
the missile was fired from a sub-
marine or from a submersible test 
barge, as in most previous tests. A 
military source said it flew about 
430 km to 450 km (267 to 280 
miles) to a maximum altitude of 
60 km (37 miles).

North Korea’s last SLBM test 
was in October 2019, when a Puk-
guksong-3 missile was fired from 
an underwater platform, flying 
450 km to a maximum altitude 
of 910 km.

Kim Dong-yup, a former South 
Korea Navy officer who is a pro-
fessor at Seoul’s Kyungnam Uni-
versity, said the latest test prob-
ably involved an SLBM recently 
unveiled by North Korea.

The North displayed 
new Pukguksong-4 

a n d  P u kg u k-
s o n g - 5  S L -

BMs during 
m i l i t a r y 
parades in 
O c t o b e r 
and Janu-
ary respec-

tively,  and 
a previously 

unseen, smaller 
missile was spotted 

at last week’s defence 
fair in Pyongyang.

North Korea has also been 
working on what would be its first 
operational submarine capable of 
launching an SLBM, South Korean 
officials say.

The Washington-based Nuclear 
Threat Initiative has said SLBM 
capability could provide North 
Korea with additional options 
for nuclear launch, and a hedge 
against destruction of land-based 
nuclear systems.

People watch a TV broadcasting file footage of a news report on 
North Korea firing a ballistic missile off its east coast, in Seoul, 
South Korea

Last month South Korea suc-
cessfully tested an SLBM, be-
coming the first country with-

out nuclear weapons to develop 
such a system. North Korea test 
fired a missile launched from a 

train on the same day.

KNOW WHAT

South Korea is 
also preparing 
to test fire its 
first homegrown 
space launch 
vehicle on 
Thursday.

The North displayed new 
Pukguksong-4 and Pukguksong-5 
SLBMs during its military 
parades in October and January, 
respectively, and a previously 
unseen, smaller missile was 
spotted at last week’s defence 
fair in Pyongyang.

EU warns Poland it will pay 
for challenging common law
• Polish prime 
minister warns of 
EU mission creep

• A ‘direct challenge 
to EU’s legal order’, 
von der Leyen says

• Three options: legal, 
financial, suspending 
voting rights

Reuters | Brussels

The European Commission’s 
chief executive warned 

Poland yesterday that its chal-
lenge to the supremacy of Eu-
ropean Union law called into 
question the very foundations 
of the 27-nation bloc and could 
not go unpunished.

Poland’s Constitutional Tri-
bunal ruled last week that parts 
of EU law are incompatible 
with the Polish constitution, 
undermining the legal pillar 
on which the union stands 
and raising fears that Poland 

could eventually leave the  
bloc.

Poland’s ruling nationalist 
Law and Justice party says it 
has no plans for a “Polexit” and 
- unlike Britain before its Brexit 
referendum in 2016 - popular 
support for membership of the 
EU remains high in Poland.

Nevertheless, other member 

states have been dismayed by 
Warsaw’s defiance of the EU, 
including Prime Minister Ma-
teusz Morawiecki’s complaint 
in a letter on Monday of mission 
creep that he warned would 
lead to a “centrally managed 
organism, governed by institu-
tions deprived of democratic 
control”.

Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki delivers a speech during a debate 
on Poland’s challenge to the supremacy of EU laws at the European Parliament 
in Strasbourg, France

15 dead as heavy rains batter northern India
AFP | Dehradun, India

At least 15 people died and 
over a dozen were miss-

ing after landslides and flash 
floods triggered by several days 
of heavy rain hit northern India, 
officials said yesterday. 

Forecasters have also warned 
of more heavy rains in the com-
ing days in the southern state 
of Kerala where floods have 
already killed at least 27 people 
since Friday.

Officials in the Himalayan 
state of Uttarakhand said 10 
people were killed in fresh 
landslides on Tuesday after 
five died in similar incidents 
on Monday.

Five of the deceased were 
killed after a cloudburst -- an 
ultra-intense deluge of rain -- 
triggered a landslide, complete-
ly burying a house along with 
its inhabitants in the town of 
Nainital early Tuesday.

“We have recovered five bod-
ies from the disaster site and 
a further search is on,” local 
official Prateek Jain told AFP.

Another landslide in the 
northern Almora district left 
five people dead after huge 
rocks and a wall of mud demol-
ished and engulfed their home.

The Indian Meteorological 
Department extended and wid-
ened its weather alert on Tues-
day, predicting “heavy” to “very 
heavy” rainfall in the region for 

the next two days.
The weather office said sev-

eral areas were drenched by 
more than 400 mm (16 inches) 
of rainfall on Monday, causing 
landslides and flooding.

Authorities ordered the clo-
sure of schools and banned all 
religious and tourist activities 
in the state.

Television footage and social 
media videos showed residents 
wading through knee-deep wa-
ter near Nainital lake, a tourist 
hotspot, and the Ganges burst-
ing its banks in Rishikesh.

More than 100 tourists were 
also stuck inside a resort in 

Ramgarh after the overflow-
ing Kosi river deluged several 
localities.

Landslides are a regular dan-
ger in India’s Himalayan north, 
but experts say they are becom-
ing more common as rains be-
come increasingly erratic and 
glaciers melt.

Experts also blame construc-
tion work on hydroelectric 
dams and deforestation.

In February, a ferocious flash 
flood hurtled down a remote 
valley in Uttarakhand, killing 
around 200 people. At least 
5,700 people perished there in 
2013.

A statue of Hindu god Lord Shiva is pictured amid rising water levels of River 
Ganga after incessant rains in Rishikesh in India’s Uttrakhand state 

Nazi war crimes suspect, 96, who went on the run goes on trial
Reuters | Berlin

A 96-year-old German woman 
who was caught shortly after 

going on the run ahead of a court 
hearing last month on charges of 
committing war crimes during 
World War Two appeared before 
a judge yesterday in the northern 
town of Itzehoe.

Irmgard Furchner, accused of 
having contributed as an 18-year-
old to the murder of 11,412 people 
when she was a typist at the Stut-
thof concentration camp between 
1943 and 1945, was taken into the 
sparse courtroom in a wheelchair.

Her face was barely visible 
behind a white mask and scarf 

pulled low over her eyes. Secu-
rity was heavy as the judge and 
legal staff made their way into 
the court.

Between 1939 and 1945 some 
65,000 people died of starvation 
and disease or in the gas cham-
ber at the concentration camp 
near Gdansk, in today’s Poland. 
They included prisoners of war 
and Jews caught up in the Nazis’ 
extermination campaign.

The trial was postponed after 
Furchner left her home early on 
Sept. 30 and went on the run for 
several hours before being de-
tained later that day.

Charges could not be read un-
til Furchner, who faces trial in 

an adolescent court because of 
her young age at the time of the 
alleged crimes, was present in 
court.

She is the latest nonagenarian 
to have been charged with Hol-
ocaust crimes in what is seen as 
a rush by prosecutors to seize 
the final opportunity to enact 
justice for the victims of some 
of the worst mass killings in  
history.

Although prosecutors convict-
ed major perpetrators - those 
who issued orders or pulled trig-
gers - in the 1960s “Frankfurt 
Auschwitz Trials”, the practice 
until the 2000s was to leave low-
er-level suspects alone.

Irmgard Furchner, a 96-year-old former 
secretary to the SS commander of the 
Stutthof concentration camp

Israel approves West Bank residency for 4,000 undocumented Palestinians
Reuters | Jerusalem

Israel announced yesterday that 
it approved registration as West 

Bank residents for some 4,000 
Palestinians who have been living 
for years in the Israeli-occupied 
territory without official status.

The decision affects 2,800 for-
mer inhabitants of the Gaza Strip 
who left the enclave after Ha-

mas Islamist militants seized it 
in internal Palestinian fighting in 
2007, Israel’s COGAT liaison office 
to the Palestinians said.

Some 1,200 other Palestini-
ans, among them undocument-
ed spouses and children of West 
Bank residents, will also receive 
official standing.

Inclusion in the Palestinian 

Population Registry, which Isra-
el controls, will enable the group 
to receive identification cards. 
The documentation will enable 
passage through Israeli military 
checkpoints in the West Bank, an 
area captured in a 1967 war.

Israel describes the roadblocks, 
condemned by Palestinians and 
rights groups as restricting free-

dom of movement, as a security 
necessity.On Twitter, Israeli De-
fence Minister Benny Gantz said 
he approved the 4,000 residency 
registrations as a humanitarian 
gesture and “as part of my policy 
to strengthen the economy and 
improve the lives of Palestinians” 
in the West Bank.

Hussein Al Sheikh, a senior of-

ficial of the Palestinian Author-
ity (PA) that exercises limited 
self-rule in the West Bank, said 
on Twitter that the 4,000 “ob-
tained their right to citizenship” 
and would receive identification 
cards. Under interim Israeli-Pal-
estinian peace deals that estab-
lished the PA, Israel committed to 
approve the residency in the West 

Bank and Gaza of some 4,000 new 
spouses of local residents each 
year under a family reunification 
programme.

Israel suspended the approvals 
when the Palestinian uprising 
erupted in 2000. It granted some 
32,000 reunification permits in 
2008 and 2009, but largely froze 
the process, save for a smattering 

of humanitarian cases, since then.
Gantz gave the new approvals 

some seven weeks after holding 
talks with Palestinian President 
Mahmoud Abbas in the West 
Bank city of Ramallah. It was the 
highest-level meeting between 
Abbas and an Israeli minister to 
be made public since Israel’s new 
government was formed in June.

(The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the author and 
do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the Daily Tribune)
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NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.
net
AL AMANI OASIS SPARE PARTS  W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17140090  or  SHIKKULAL@
GMAIL.COM
FOOD VEST MANPOWER COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  COFFEE SERVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17722171  or  
FUDDS@BATELCO.COM.BH
SAHI GATE CONTRACTING CO Bahraini 
partnership company has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MASON , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77080116  
or  SAHIGATECONTRACTING@GMAIL.
COM
MINARWA RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33009600  or  FATEMA1970ME@GMAIL.
COM
AREESH FOOD CLUB W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 16002600  or  
MOHAMMADALHADIDI@GMAIL.COM
Highway Trends General Trading W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39456969  or  UMZAAL1975@
GMAIL.COM
ALDOOR EXCAVATION & BUILDING 
CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17877246  or  ABOMOHMAD71@
HOTMAIL.COM
NEW ACCESS TYRE CENTERE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33566945  or  SAMEERAABDULLA71@
GMAIL.COM
H L B BOUTIQUE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34168877  or  
SAMEER101SAM@GMAIL.COM
G 3 SOLUTIONS CO W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17212914  
or  AWAIS.JEWELLER@GMAIL.COM
H L B BOUTIQUE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34168877  or  
SAMEER101SAM@GMAIL.COM
AL NADWA ALUMINIUM has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33355422  
or  ALENEZI99@GMAIL.COM
JASVIR SINGH  FACILITIES SUPPORT 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33268512  or  AUTARSINGH1092@
GMAIL.COM
METRO TOWER CONTRACTING 
company partnership owned by hasan 
abdu has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 77140192  or  BOB_200420@
HOTMAIL.COM
GULF PEARLS JEWELLERY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17250828  or  POLIYATH@GMAIL.COM
SANA REPAIRING AND MAINTENANCE 
OF SHIPS has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ELECTRICAL SUPERVISOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39262606  
or  ahmed@sanarep.com
PEARL SHINE CLEANING & 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CONSTRUCTION 
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 34565524  or  NAGINA.
GHULAM@GMAIL.COM
WEATHER COOL CENTRAL 
AIRCONDITIOING MAINTENANCE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36672020  or  F.A.TAKTAK@HOTMAIL.COM
MOHAMMED MUHANNA JASIM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 34128860  or  MUHANAJASIM1@
GMAIL.COM
MUDASSAR RAZA MANAGEMENT CO 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  OFFICE HELPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34228539  or  
EMNARAZA@GMAIL.COM
ICreator Information Technology & 
Website Services has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MANAGER (MARKET 
RESEARCHES) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 16161615  or  
ICREATOR.CO@GMAIL.COM
MAJID AL FUTTAIM LEISURE AND 
ENTERTAINMENT - BAHRAIN W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MANAGER (MAINTENANCE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17173000  
or  ALI.ALQATTAN@MAF.AE
AL-DERAZI BOAT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17732771  or  
kazam3993@gmail.com
M I CONTRACTING has a vacancy for 

the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17009161  
or  M.I.75@HOTMAIL.COM
Fortune Dent Trading WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR 
SALES , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 13303399  or  ACCOUNTS@
FORTUNEDENT.COM
SARAYA CONTRACTORS CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17691591  or  md@
sarayaco.com
ALMOOLANI WEDDING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17592114  
or  ALJAMAHEER.AY@GMAIL.COM
JAZA AC REPAIR CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34179190  or  ZSHAN_16Z@HOTMAIL.
COM
Touch of wood carpentry has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17310700  or  DALAL@DECORIZER.NET
ALBARAKA LOGISTIC has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  DIESEL MECHANIC , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17740444  or  ALBARAKACLEARING@
GMAIL.COM
THE BAHRAIN PETROLEUM COMPANY 
B.S.C - CLOSED has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  OPERATOR(CONTROL 
CENTRE) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17704040  or  recruitment@bapco.
net
BAHRAIN SERVICES & MAINTENANCE 
COMPANY B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727676  or  BASMAHO@BATELCO.
COM.BH
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.
net
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  STEEL FABRICATOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
69991130  or  hderazi@aradouscm.com
ICICI BANK LIMITED has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MANAGER (COMPUTER) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17576114  or  adminbahrain@icicibank.
com
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MASON , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 69991130  
or  hderazi@aradouscm.com
BADER MAINTENANCE & 
CONSTRUCTION W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MASON , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17300455  
or  FARIDA.BADER@GMAIL.COM
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.
net
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
69991130  or  hderazi@aradouscm.com
ALULA GENERAL CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17009383  or  GLMECR.BH@GMAIL.COM
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
HUSSAIN AMER BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39804488  or  
HUSAINAMER.CONTR@GMAIL.COM
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.
net
AL INSAF CLOTHES IRONING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33990749  or  ASMATKHAN10168@
GMAIL.COM
KABUL BUKHARI RESTAURANT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
35653714  or  AAMIR.SAYAB@HOTMAIL.COM
MAHDI ALI AHMED has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35306735  
or  MAHDIALIBH9@GMAIL.COM
NAZAR SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  OFFICE ASSISTANT 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66636230  or  SHKRKR@LIVE.COM
PUNJAB EXPRESS RESTAURANT has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33186786  or  AAMIR.SAYAB@HOTMAIL.COM
MIDDLE ASIA CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33442484  or  rajeefpm@gmail.com
MAHDI ALI AHMED has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35306735  
or  MAHDIALIBH9@GMAIL.COM

HORTI LANDSCAPE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17711333  
or  hassan@emaar.bh
ALKOMED ENGINEERING SERVICES 
CO. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
AUTOMOBILES MECHANIC , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17698500  
or  ALKOMED@BATELCO.COM.BH
AMWELL MIDDLE EAST W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CARPENTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730879  or  Contact@amwellme.net
NAJFU EVENTS PLANNERS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  OFFICE 
ASSISTANT , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36576122  or  ALOOY20019@
GMAIL.COM
Saleh Al Abdullah Al Muhanna & 
Partners Trading & Contracting Co has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SAFETY 
OFFICER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 77090866  or  INFO@
SMCOCONTRACTING.COM
DAR NOURA RESTAURANT W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CHEF , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33666662  or  NYFALNOON@GMAIL.COM
ALNAJJAR GATE TRADING EST has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECRETARY 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17162416  or  NAJJAR500@HOTMAIL.
COM
UNICORP COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WELDER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17730804  
or  REZA@UNICORPWLL.COM
REST CAFE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER (RESTURANTS) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17292393  or  NIGEISTOFC@GMAIL.COM
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730437  or  OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
ALSALAM FURNITURE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17830078  or  
KANAKARAJ.PK@HORIZONINTLGROUP.
COM
DNS Co. W..L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SENIOR ENGINEERING 
TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 13111212  or  HANI@DNS.
COM.BH
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730437  or  OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.
COM
UM HABIB FOR VEGETABLES AND 
FRUITS has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39892262  or  SIMSIMSALES@
GMAIL.COM
Mango delight cafeteria has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39086555  
or  ALIASHOOR2020@GMAIL.COM
Najla Tailoring House has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TAILOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39258444  
or  HANIBHR@GMAIL.COM
MBK LAUNDRY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36736700  or  
AYSHAELZAYANI1988@YAHOO.COM
K M K GENERAL TRADING CO.W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 34027165  or  Abufizan313@
gmail.com
THREE COLOURS BUILDING MATERIALS 
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 38076373  or  MJ.GROUP.BH@
GMAIL.COM
Hardeez has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SHIFT LEADER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36051050  or  
MAYAAD@AMERICANA-FOOD.COM
POULLAIDES CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  REINFORCED IRON 
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17826660  or  PCCBAH@
BATELCO.COM.BH
Aqua Technology Transfer W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17233317  or  aquatt.hr@gmail.com
Delmon express factory has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37700067  
or  SALMAN3ALI.66@GMAIL.COM
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
69991130  or  hderazi@aradouscm.com
BLUE OCEAN FOR CLEARANCE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39691314  or  BLUEOCEANCLEARANCE@
OUTLOOK.COM
POULLAIDES CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  REINFORCED IRON 
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 

can contact 17826660  or  PCCBAH@
BATELCO.COM.BH
TURK EXCAVATION AND CONTRACTING 
COMPANY B.S.C CLOSED has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17700165  or  HR@TURK.bh
MISTER MACHINE B.S.C c has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17705050  or  tahaabdulla@mister-
machine.com
SUNLIGHT INTERIORS & EXHIBITIONS 
w.l.l has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WELDER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17258185  or  PAUL@
SUNLIGHTINTEX.COM
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 
COMPANY W.L.L CLEANTEC has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36636640  or  HANANKHALAF84@
GMAIL.COM
BARANI RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33162999  
or  ADEL_ALATTAR@HOTMAIL.COM
FLASH 1 CAR SERVICES CO WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17672115  or  mahdii@msn.com
ALMUGAHWI SALON GENTS SHAVING 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 34191108  or  KHALIFA.11837@
GMAIL.COM
ALNAIM GRILLS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39678349  or  
alnaeem_grill@hotmail.com
FATA SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36758776  
or  SAEEDSPC4@GMAIL.COM
AL ZUBARA RESTAURANT W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  FOOD 
SERVICE WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17411998  or  
HALAALKHALIFA@HOTMAIL.COM
ALDOOR EXCAVATION & BUILDING 
CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17877246  
or  ABOMOHMAD71@HOTMAIL.COM
V CARE FOODSTUFFS TRADING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34168877  or  thesaraservices@gmail.com
ALDOOR EXCAVATION & BUILDING 
CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17877246  
or  ABOMOHMAD71@HOTMAIL.COM
ALDOOR EXCAVATION & BUILDING 
CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17877246  
or  ABOMOHMAD71@HOTMAIL.COM
Alfateh removals has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17222222  or  
JASIM@ALFATEH.BH
PUNJAB EXPRESS RESTAURANT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33186786  or  AAMIR.SAYAB@HOTMAIL.
COM
SAHAR RESTAURANT W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17725141  or  bpj@bahrainindia.com
First Pioneer Technical Services WLL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39205395  or  ABDULLAKA3882AB@
GMAIL.COM
RAYNAZ CONSULTANCY CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34625777  or  
RAYNAZWLL@GMAIL.COM
SAMA CERAMIC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17000235  or  
SAMACERAMIC@HOTMAIL.COM
Carrara Construction has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17600456  
or  CARRAR.CONS@GMAIL.COM
JAN BURGER has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  FOOD SERVICE WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33164788  or  JANBURGERBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
Havelock One Interiors WLL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17832030  or  hamida.
alhubail@havelockone.com.biz
Havelock One Interiors WLL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17832030  or  
hamida.alhubail@havelockone.com.biz
ALWARDI CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PLUMBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730626  or  TURKI_ALWARDI@
HOTMAIL.COM
Ahmadi Industries B.S.C Closed has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17271333  or  hr@ahmadipepsi.com
City Max Fashions has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 

qualified applicants can contact 39118999  
or  ALI.RADHI31999@GMAIL.COM
ELYA LAND CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33088558  
or  ELYALANDCONTRACTING@GMAIL.
COM
ALWARDI CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PLUMBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730626  or  TURKI_ALWARDI@
HOTMAIL.COM
AMWELL MIDDLE EAST W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17730879  or  Contact@
amwellme.net
ALWARDI CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730626  or  TURKI_ALWARDI@
HOTMAIL.COM
SEVEN HILLS BAHRAIN W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17403548  or  info@7hills-group.com
KUPPAYAM BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38782839  
or  SHANAC6@GMAIL.COM
AMWAJ AL SAIF RESTAURANT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17641616  or  HEJAIR.D.C@GMAIL.COM
ALKOMED ENGINEERING SERVICES 
CO. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PLUMBER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17698500  or  ALKOMED@
BATELCO.COM.BH
SECURI CORE W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17822228  or  HRGUARDS@
SECURICORE.BH
AWALAD ALBALAD CAFE BAHRAINI 
PRTNERSHIP CO has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33032838  or  
MOHMEDAED101@YAHOO.COM
JAMAL SHOWAITER SWEETS CO.W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39673176  or  INFO@
SHOWAITER.BH
Gulf Route Transport has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY VEHICLE 
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 34344537  or  gulfroutetrans@
gmail.com
JUICY SPLASH has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER(JUICE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39939951  
or  KHHS69@GMAIL.COM
NATIONAL MARINE DREDGING W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SEAMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17786665  or  sayed.saeed@
nccbahrain.com
AL AWASIF TRANSPORTATION EST 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER(HEAVY VEHICLE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34437765  
or  HUSAINALIABDULNABI@GMAIL.COM
PURANI DILLI RESTAURANT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39118999  or  ALI.RADHI31999@GMAIL.COM
Hertel W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  PAINTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36633899  or  
MOHAMMED.QASSIM@HERTEL.COM
SAPPHIRE CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17300186  or  SAPPHIRE.BAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
ELITE FACILITY MANAGEMENT CO 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17382228  or  
NAMDAR@ELITEGROUPHOTELS.COM
Hertel W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  PAINTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36633899  or  
MOHAMMED.QASSIM@HERTEL.COM
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
69991130  or  hderazi@aradouscm.com
UNIGULF AIR-CONDITIONING TRADING 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALES EXCUTIVE , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17746826  
or  muneer.aqlan@gmail.com
LEBANESE RESTURANT W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245512  or  MAHMOA@SPU.EDU
DELMON INTERNATIONAL HOTEL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WAITER (HOTEL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17224000  or  HR@
DELMONHOTEL.COM
Design Creative  W L L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17879988  
or  JALIL@DESIGNGRAFIX.COM
WESTPOINT HOME (BAHRAIN) W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17838129  or  ADEL.
JABBER@WPHOME.COM
DURRAT RESORT MANAGEMENT 

COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77777070  
or  gosi@DRM.BH
Design Creative  W L L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17879988  
or  JALIL@DESIGNGRAFIX.COM
Gulf Nights Restaurant for Steam and 
Grills has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MANAGER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33279136  or  
ABEERALOMARI920@GMAIL.COM
BUKHOWA HOTEL W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ROOM ATTENDANT 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17610666  or  pro@ramadamanama-
citycentre.com
ABDULRAHIM ALSAYED 
CONSTRUCTION EST. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17343953  
or  A.ALSAYED_1988@HOTMAIL.COM
ASB SECURITY SOLUTIONS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17678887  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
VAAS W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  EXECUTIVE 
COORDINATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33656534  or  
RAKESH0612@GMAIL.COM
JUST PERFECT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17292294  or  
GADEERVIDEO@YAHOO.COM
UNION PLASTICS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  FABRICATOR(FIBERGLASS 
RODUCTS) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17602184  or  MD@
UNIONGROUP.CC
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
69991130  or  hderazi@aradouscm.com
ALBOOM TRADING CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17612926  or  alboomtrading@batelco.
com.bh
Fayyad Restaurant has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39308889  
or  CHIRMAN@GSTGULF.COM
Fayyad Restaurant has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39308889  
or  CHIRMAN@GSTGULF.COM
Alsalam Gas has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17401212  
or  cv@salamgas.com
OCB OILFIELD SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17570662  or  SMCILWRAITH@KUIPER-
GROUP.COM
AL MARAI COMPANY BAHRAIN W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MANAGER (ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17789788  or  HR.BAHRAIN@ALMARAI.COM
Asdal Gulf Inn W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CHEF , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17564033  or  
ABBAS.FARDAN@ASDALGULFINN.COM
POULLAIDES CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  REINFORCED IRON 
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17826660  or  PCCBAH@
BATELCO.COM.BH
EVER FINE TRADING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17227206  or  haneefgeepas@gmail.com
AL ABBAR GLASS & ALUMINIUM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ALUMINIUM 
TECHNICIAN (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17580708  
or  bait.alawadhi@gmail.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
Golden Diyar construction has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CONSTRUCTION 
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36746666  or  HWBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
ALWARDI CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17730626  
or  TURKI_ALWARDI@HOTMAIL.COM
SMALCO CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33040002  or  smalco.bh@hotmail.com
WIRES INTERNATIONAL CO WLL. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17702700  or  hr@unitedenterprises.biz
AL GANNAS CONTRACTING & 
TRADING has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SCAFFOLDER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17600895  or  
AHMADI100@HOTMAIL.COM
AL JAZEERA SECURITY CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 32242444  or  info@jssbahrain.com
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TECH PAC W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38931220  
or  sunny@techpacwll.com
TAYLOS FOTO ESTABLISHMENT 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PHOTOGRAPHER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17330048  or  
TYLOSFOTO@YAHOO.COM
Universal Cold Store Trgd .Co .LTd 
Foreign Company has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36103031  or  HR_
BAHRAIN@UNIVERSALCSC.COM
SUPER LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING 
CO. W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER(LAUNDRY) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17274427  or  MAJED@FAWAZALZAYANI.COM
WIRES INTERNATIONAL CO WLL. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
OPERATOR(MECHANICAL MACHINERY)
GENERAL , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17702700  or  hr@
unitedenterprises.biz
AL JAZEERA SECURITY CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 32242444  or  info@jssbahrain.com
ISA TOWERS CONTRACTING AND 
CLEARANCE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  DRIVER(HEAVY VEHICLE) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36633480  or  essatowers@gmail.com
SHELLSEA Gents Barber has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  BARBER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39722298  
or  WALTAMEEM@YAHOO.COM
AL FARHAN PLASTIC INDUSTRY W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MACHINE OPERATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17874308  or  
farhanindustry@batelco.com.bh
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 13300444  or  HROFFICER@
AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
POULLAIDES CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17826660  
or  PCCBAH@BATELCO.COM.BH
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 69991130  
or  hderazi@aradouscm.com
Al Rabeea Dental Center Isa Town WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  CLERK 
TYPIST , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39338879  or  NISARTA@GMAIL.
COM
V6 AC WORKSHOP has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TECHNICIAN WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66335866  or  MAAM2050@GMAIL.COM
Almearaaj cafeteria and juice has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33285166  or  EBRAHIMALAMANA@
GMAIL.COM
Mister silver electronics has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36182987  or  mistersilverbh@gmail.com
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 
COMPANY W.L.L CLEANTEC has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36636640  or  HANANKHALAF84@
GMAIL.COM
GREEN TEA CAFETERIA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17664103  
or  BARCH.99@GMAIL.COM
Vanderlande Industries B.V. - Foreign 
Branch Company has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34203242  
or  marloes.helmes@VANDERLANDE.COM
HASAN ALI MANSOOR ALI has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33265545  or  bahraininfosys@gmail.com
AL ABBAR GLASS & ALUMINIUM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ALUMINIUM 
TECHNICIAN (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17580708  
or  bait.alawadhi@gmail.com
Golden Diyar construction has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CONSTRUCTION 
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36746666  or  HWBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
BASPA bahrain automotive 
services,spare parts & accessories 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CAR WASHER/CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17005343  
or  WALEEDPA@GMAIL.COM
RAYNAZ RESTAURANT CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34625777  or  RAYNAZWLL@GMAIL.COM
Ramada Hotel and Suites Amwaj W. 
L. L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WAITER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 13600111  or  mohammed@
panoramabh.com
Ramada Hotel and Suites Amwaj W. L. L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  ROOM 

ATTENDANT , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 13600111  or  mohammed@
panoramabh.com
True World Contracting Company 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39285469  or  
KOROTHSHAMSEER@GMAIL.COM
JOZ CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39602650  
or  JOZGROUP@BATELCO.COM.BH
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17624116  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
Cafe arabica has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39822266  or  
CAFEARABICABH@GMAIL.COM
SUEZ Water Technologies & Solutions 
Bahrain W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SUPERVISOR FOR 
OPERATIONS , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33600181  or  zia.khan@suez.
com
SAMKAWI RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SANDWICHES 
MAKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17203186  or  JAMEEL_QAHIRI@
HOTMAIL.COM
SUNLIGHT INTERIORS & EXHIBITIONS 
w.l.l has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17258185  or  PAUL@
SUNLIGHTINTEX.COM
The 10 Furniture has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  PAINTER(FURNITURE) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17272345  or  RIYAD966@GMAIL.COM
Infonas W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
ADMINISTRATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 16500100  or  HR@
INFONAS.COM
KHALIFA ABDULLA KHALIFA 
ALMUQAHWI has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17324208  or  
KHALIFAABDULLAKHALIFA125@GMAIL.
COM
ALDOOR EXCAVATION & BUILDING 
CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MASON , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17877246  
or  ABOMOHMAD71@HOTMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
ABU KAREEM CORNER FURNITURE 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33639941  or  
ALSQAFMSHTAQ@GMAIL.COM
ALWARDI CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17730626  
or  TURKI_ALWARDI@HOTMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
ABU AZKA CONSTRUCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
RECEPTIONIST , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33970840  or  
CH.IFTIKHAR19876@GMAIL.COM
WESTERN AREA TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17631232  
or  faisalashoor@gmail.com
ALTAWFEEK MAINTENANCE SERVICES 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17786828  or  
YASMEEN@ALTAWFEEK.NET
BADUSHA RESTAURANT W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17620600  or  INFO@HANIBH.COM
GULF ALUMINIUM ROLLING MILL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SCAFFOLDER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17731000  or  yousif.
alkhaja@garmco.com
AYTAROUN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33944236  or  
bshuwaikh@gmail.com
AMWELL MIDDLE EAST W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730879  or  Contact@amwellme.net
KOOHEJI CONTRACTORS W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
ASST , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17786500  or  careers@kcbahrain.
com
SEVEN HILLS BAHRAIN W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17403548  or  info@7hills-group.com
Strong Force-MGC W.L.L has a vacancy 

for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17722333  
or  jessica@alghanah.com
SUN SHINE AUCTIONS has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33194111  
or  nooralzahraamarket_123@yahoo.com
Clay House Services W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36344460  
or  NAVEEDULLAH274@GMAIL.COM
WARDA SHAHZADI INTERIOR 
DECORATION W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34407309  
or  ISMAILG444@GMAIL.COM
Clay House Services W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36344460  
or  NAVEEDULLAH274@GMAIL.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  RIGGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17729935  
or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
ALHAMI OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39852512  or  DFR.2030@
HOTMAIL.COM
FALAK SALON has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 67519900  or  
DANOTY20001@HOTMAIL.COM
AWAL READY MIX CONCRETE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17700077  or  aheed_m2@hotmail.com
COLOR WORLD PAINTS EST. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17005885  or  NAZARBH33@GMAIL.COM
V BEACH RESORT HOTEL W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CHIEF OF 
COOK(CHEF) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 77890025  or  samaha@
vidahotels.com
ALWARDI CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17730626  
or  TURKI_ALWARDI@HOTMAIL.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17729935  
or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
ALNEAMAH CARGO CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17735363  or  NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17729935  
or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
MADRAS CAFE W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36529295  
or  bahrainsajan@gmail.com
YAFEA POULTRY & LIVESTOCK GARDEN 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39629333  or  arabpoul@hotmail.com
AL BUROOJ A/C AND FREYREATION 
REPAIRS has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39655383  or  ABOOOTY@
HOTMAIL.COM
ALMARAYA TOWERS CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(SALES) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36462747  or  
MONTIRYALALUMINIUM@GMAIL.COM
HAY AL JAMIE RESTURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39663217  or  MAHDISHUGHAL@GMAIL.COM
SNOW WHITE CONSTRUION AND 
TRADING has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  PLUMBER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17241014  or  ABSY0@
HOTMAIL.COM
KUWAIT RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37798177  
or  BSEEMA_82@HOTMAIL.COM
AL AHBAB TRADING WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17125204  
or  ALAHBAB.CO@HOTMAIL.COM
Abu aysha abayat has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER(SALES) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17664097  
or  NADEERAABDULLA@YMAIL.COM
MASOOD CAFETERIA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17684289  
or  VICTORIAMENDOZA91@YAHOO.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17245222  or  ALANSARI@
AREENAGROUP.COM
SEPCOIII BAHRAIN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MANAGER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66331128  or  
DUXIAOMING@SEPCO3.COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.
COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L 

has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR (SITE) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17345051  or  
MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM
MAZAHEER CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17405030  or  RED462368@GMAIL.COM
BANGKOK INTERNATIONAL 
RESTAURANT W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CAPTAIN(RESTAURANT) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17540666  or  RIYASBANGKOK@YAHOO.
COM
CONSTRUCTION LAB CONTRACTING 
Company W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17879688  
or  fadi@constructionlab.com
HARDSCAPE CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39055666  or  roqayacr2007@gmail.com
KENZ FURNISHING W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39330700  
or  KMKBRN@BATELCO.COM.BH
Clear Vision Optical W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALES 
EXCUTIVE , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17257400  or  ACCOUNTS@
CLEARVISIONME.COM
GULF SEA SWEETS CO. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39854228  or  mkdamu62@hotmail.com
SMALCO CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33040002  or  smalco.bh@hotmail.com
Hybrid electro mechanical company 
w.l.l has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WELDER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17730017  or  SEYADI17@gmail.com
ASMA SAAD RASHED SALEH has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39346465  or  shanam48@gmail.com
AMIT JEWELLERY Company Bahraini 
Partnership Company has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER(JEWELLERY 
& PRECIOUS METAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39652978  or  
aghaghada5@gmail.com
DURRAT AL KHALEEJ MARINE 
SERVICES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MECHANICAL FITTER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17674316  or  duratkhaleej@hotmail.com
AMWAJ INTEGRATED W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17280099  or  AMWAJPAP@BATELCO.BH
FAZAL AHMED CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39153006  or  FAZALAHMAD.BH12@
YAHOO.COM
Secure Me W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17749697  or  secure.me@live.com
Professional Fix Cleaning and 
Contracting has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  PLUMBER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39652222  
or  H.ALMOHSEN@GMAIL.COM
ALNAJJAR GATE TRADING EST 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36099331  or  NAJJAR500@
HOTMAIL.COM
Happy Star Toys has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66666277  
or  A.RIYADH277@GMAIL.COM
MIDDLE ASIA CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33442484  or  rajeefpm@gmail.com
Adreana abayat has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TAILOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66661991  or  
SAYDOO-MOON@HOTMAIL.COM
DAISO TRADING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17311163  
or  dhiyaa69@yahoo.com
ROYAL BAHRAIN HOSPITAL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17532010  or  
hussain.alali@royalbhrn.com
Tandoori Tawah Restaurant has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33303746  or  adeel_rauf2003@yahoo.com
WORLD THREAD TRADING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39000081  or  CC5551@HOTMAIL.COM
Spectrum Cleaning Co W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77122441  or  
MMKOHEJI@YAHOO.COM
ALRIFFA SMART ELECTRONICS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33933943  or  NASEERSIDDIQ@YAHOO.
COM
MUNNAZA BEAUTY SALON has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 

39608023  or  BLUESAPPHIRE45@
YAHOO.COM
Alfakhara restaurant has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34109037  
or  M2040@HOTMAIL.COM
FOOD LAND RESTURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER (GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33686863  or  BSSA999@HOTMAIL.COM
FOOD LAND RESTURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33686863  
or  BSSA999@HOTMAIL.COM
MACDONALDS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  FOOD SERVICE WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17220000  or  HR@FAKHRO.COM
MAHMOOD QADEER JEWELLERY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36699467  or  
MINAHILMEHMOODALII@GMAIL.COM
THE RITZ - CARLTON BAHRAIN HOTEL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
GARDENER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17586900  or  RASHA.
GHOUL@RITZCARLTON.COM
FOOD VEST MANPOWER COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  COFFEE SERVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17722171  or  
FUDDS@BATELCO.COM.BH
MODERN MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL 
& TRANSPORT CO W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17708888  or  lmra@mmetc.com
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STEEL FABRICATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17727925  or  
yousif@aanass.net
COPPER LEAF HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39460065  
or  KARANKUMAR.IMC@GMAIL.COM
ZADRAN AL KHALEEJ W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34033003  or  LMRA@ADVVO.COM
SANTY EXCAVATION AND 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17401013  or  SANTEC.
GLORVS@GMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN ASPHALT ESTABLISHMENT 
B.S.C CLOSED has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17551111  or  
VIJESH.NAIR@HAJIHASSAN.COM
Al enma house for security services 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36574740  or  
admin@enmabh.com
NASS SCAFFORM CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SCAFFOLDER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17725522  or  
yousif@aanass.net
Lalla eman tailoring has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TAILOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77000900  or  
LALLAEMANCOLLECTION@GMAIL.COM
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
TOURISM SERVICES COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SERVICEMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17541120  or  
tourismserv@gmail.com
SEPCOIII BAHRAIN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66331128  
or  DUXIAOMING@SEPCO3.COM
NASS SCAFFORM CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SCAFFOLDER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17725522  or  
yousif@aanass.net
BAHRAIN SPECIAL TECHNICAL 
SERVICES STS CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SAFETY OFFICER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17622082  or  info@BAHSTS.COM
BAHRAIN SPECIAL TECHNICAL 
SERVICES STS CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17622082  or  info@BAHSTS.COM
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
ALNOOR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17736773  or  roonlasc@batelco.com.bh
KINGDOM ASPHALT COMPANY W L 
L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17466776  or  TAHERA@
KINGODM.BH
MODERN MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL 
& TRANSPORT CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17708888  
or  lmra@mmetc.com

DYNAMIC STRUCTURES CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  OFFICE BOY 
/ FARRASH , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17710310  or  admin@ds.com.
bh
EWAN ALBAHRAIN FOR 
CONSTRUCTION & RENOVATION CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17255525  or  AAJA1970@GMAIL.
COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17729935  
or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17245222  or  ALANSARI@
AREENAGROUP.COM
INTERNATIONAL 360 SECURITY 
SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77780777  
or  FISHERMANSENSE@GMAIL.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17245222  or  ALANSARI@
AREENAGROUP.COM
Strong Force-MGC W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17722333  
or  jessica@alghanah.com
AgileArabia General Trading and 
equipments Rental Co. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(SALES) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38383926  or  
ASHRAF@AGILEARABIA.CO.UK
DURRAT ALJAZIRA TUNELLING 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39606760  
or  BUABDULA448@GMAIL.COM
Thailand Gate Restaurant has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34185885  
or  YASEENTHAI@GMAIL.COM
FEDEX EXPRESS BAHRAIN W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17349301  
or  NOEMAIL@NOEMAIL.BH
MARKWELL INTERNATIONAL W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17300186  or  MARKWELLBH@
LIVE.COM
NELLY PASTRES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BAKER(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39911968  
or  BAHCRPT@BATELCO.COM.BH
Alhaseen tower construction has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17794262  or  ALI@HSCBH.COM
PRINCESS MARIAM COLD STORES 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39467568  or  KALBOOO69@
GMAIL.COM
TAWHEED PUBLIC RELATIONS 
MANAGEMENT W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36102332  
or  TAWHEEDPUBLICBH@GMAIL.COM
TEBA EGYPTIAN BAHRAINI ARABIA 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36500089  or  hozaifaqasaby@
yahoo.com
AJK TAILORING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TAILOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33055827  or  
SAUDKHAN1264@YAHOO.COM
ALMALAS ALHAHAHABI RESTAURANT 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33855733  or  WOW-007@
HOTMAIL.COM
MONROE HOTEL S P C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17296699  
or  ALMAHROOS@HOTMAIL.COM
ALAMWAJ FISH has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39637713  or  
juzsadcristina@yahoo.com
DREAM WORLD CAFETERIA has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39442773  or  ADAMGROUP73@GMAIL.COM
VOLTAGE GENERAL TRADING & 
CONTRACTING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33441127  or  
VOLTAGE.ARAD@GMAIL.COM
AL REEM GATE CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39771192  or  inter.island.bh@gmail.com
AL-NAMAL CONTRACTING & TRADING 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17251444  
or  NAMALCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
HIMALAYAA CONTRACTING & 
GENERAL TRADE CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34623999  or  KGNETHAJI85@GMAIL.
COM
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Kanye West’s name change to ‘Ye’ official 
after judge signs off on petition
Fox | Los Angeles

Kanye Omari West is offi-
cially no more.

Ye is the new moniker 
of the “Graduation” emcee after 
a judge in a Los Angeles Supe-
rior Court granted the 44-year-
old performer’s petition for a 
name change, which was first 
filed on Aug. 24.

The name change was ap-
proved with no middle or last 
name.

“There being no objections, 
the petition for change of name 
is granted,” Judge Michelle 
Williams Court said in 
court documents.

Ye  p r e v i o u s l y 
opened up in a 2018 
interview about his 
reasoning for peti-
tioning the name 
change, telling 
radio host  Big 
Boy that he did it 
as a reference to 
the most common-
ly used word in the 
Bible.

Per Deadline, Merri-
am-Webster’s etymological 

history delineation of the word 
sees it appear frequently in the 
religious scribe as a plural form 
of “you.” Merriam-Webster also 
notes that it more com-
monly appears as 
an archaic form of 
“the.”

Ye has been the 
music and fashion 
mogul’s Twitter han-
dle for a while and 
he even released his 
e ighth studio 
a lbum 

titled “Ye” in June 2018. 
Despite an impending clean-

cut divorce from Ye, Kim Kar-
dashian was spotted with her 
estranged husband on Oct. 9 as 
they were exiting the Ritz Carl-

ton hotel in New York City 
ahead of the reality star’s 
hosting duties on “Saturday 
Night Live.”

The Skims founder filed 
for divorce from the 

rapper in Feb-
ruary  af ter 
reports sur-
faced claim-
ing the two 
had sepa-
rated. She 
has elect-
ed to hang 
onto her 
last name 
o f  K a r -
d a s h i a n 
West as of 
now. The 
c o u p l e ’s 
four chil-
dren also 
h a v e  h i s 
former last 

name.

Meghan’s father pleads 
to see grandchildren
AFP | London

Meghan Markle ’s  es-
tranged father on Tues-

day pleaded with his daughter 
to let him see his grandchil-
dren.

Thomas Markle told ITV’s 
Good Morning Britain pro-
gramme that “we’re at a point 
where I think both of us, we 
should grow up, talk, make up 
for the sake of the children.”

“This is ridiculous, almost 
four years, it’s crazy,” he said.

He is yet to meet grand-
son Archie, born in 2019, or 
granddaughter Lilibet, who 
was born in June.

“My message for the kids 
is that they have two loving 
families,” he said.

“Their great grandmother 
is the Queen of England, and I 
think it’s important for them 
to know that they have two 
families and eventually they’re 
going to grow up and they’re 
going to want to know more 
about them.”

The 77-year-old Emmy-win-
ning former lighting director 
was interviewed from his 
home in Mexico.

He claimed that Meghan, 
who became the Duchess of 
Sussex on marrying Prince 

Harry, had wanted him 
to stop talking to 
her step-sister and 
step-brother, “and 
I couldn’t”.

“She’s  never 
been that way 
before. And once 
she hooked up 
with Harry, she 
changed,” he add-
ed.

Thomas sep-
a r a t e d  f r o m 

Meghan’s mother 

Doria Ragland when the duch-
ess was young.

Raglan was at her wedding 
at Windsor Castle and has had 
tea with Queen Elizabeth II.

Thomas Markle declined to 
attend the wedding after he 
took part in staged paparazzi 
photos. He also cited forth-
coming heart surgery. Meghan 
dropped contact with him 
soon after the wedding.

Harry and Meghan stunned 
the royal family last year when 
they announced they were 
stepping back from frontline 
royal duties.
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CROWN FOOD CITY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER (RESTURANTS) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39428528  or  RILWAN25@GMAIL.COM
CIRCLE INTEGRATED SERVICES 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17822218  or  
INFO@CIRCLE.BH
SEPCOIII BAHRAIN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66331128  
or  DUXIAOMING@SEPCO3.COM
BISCOTTO SWEETS has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  BAKER(GENERAL) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
38434342  or  thebiscotto@gmail.com
ALDOOR EXCAVATION & BUILDING 
CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DATA 
ENTRY OPERATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17877246  or  

ABOMOHMAD71@HOTMAIL.COM
SOUTH GATE CONSTRUCTION AND 
CLEANING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77061717  or  
YKHALFAN@GMAIL.COM
TARIQ PASTRIES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CAKE MAKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17245289  
or  INFO@TARIQPASTRIES.COM
SANTY EXCAVATION AND 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17401013  or  SANTEC.
GLORVS@GMAIL.COM
TDL BAHRAIN W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MECHANIC , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38084044  
or  Michael.Grace@ensignenergy.com
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
NASS SCAFFORM CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SCAFFOLDER , suitably qualified 

applicants can contact 17725522  or  
yousif@aanass.net
ZENITH CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39458278  
or  GADEERVIDEO@YAHOO.COM
LORAN CARPENTRY WORK SHOP has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  PAINTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33773310  or  INFO@MEERAN-AUTO.COM
MOSCOW DOCUMNET CLEARANCE has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  OFFICE 
BOY / FARRASH , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38385157  or  
YASERHASAN.ATEYA@GMAIL.COM
STATE BANK OF INDIA (FOREIGN 
BRANCH) has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17548033  
or  CEO.RBBH@STATEBANK.COM
THE LEGEND SAEED ALSAMMAK TO 
TRADE has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 35106381  or  SFAH98@GMAIL.COM
ALBANOOSH COMPANY WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER , 

suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39660585  or  info@albanoosh.co
MAID CLEAN W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39006460  
or  AAYFAN@BINFAQEEH.COM
Texas Chicken has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 13300023  or  
human.resources@binrajab.co
MISTER NICE LAUNDRY BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66301366  or  RAJENDRAKUMARNAIR@
YAHOO.COM
Max Cool Maintenance Services has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34233770  or  KASHIF_DAUD@YAHOO.
COM
BARCODE RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34444363  or  BUALI7777@GMAIL.COM
AL PRINCE METAL MANUFACTURES 

CO WLL has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17870096  or  
MPSREYAS@GMAIL.COM
LUGANO SALON has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  HAIR DRESSER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39836331  or  alalsx5@gmail.com
Act point Salon has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39446922  or  
UM.LAYOONA70@GMAIL.COM
GS PROMATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33719149  or  MOHD.H.NA@GMAIL.
COM
Abu moosa jewellery W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17214979  or  COOL.
NABEEL@YAHOO.COM
FIRST BASE CAFETERIA W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CASHIER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66338803  or  REALDCBAHRAIN@

GMAIL.COM
FIRST BASE CAFETERIA W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66338803  or  REALDCBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
MAID EXPRESS FOR GENERAL 
CLEANING W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36191555  
or  SYDNASRALKHBAZ2@GMAIL.COM
MACHADO RADIATOR & SIGNBOARD 
MAINTENANCE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39888058  
or  DAITON.WORKSHOP@GMAIL.COM
M S TECHNOLOGY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38354639  
or  MS8571933@GMAIL.COM
VISHNU CONSTRUCTION OF 
FLOATING STRUCTURES W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34201638  or  
SACHU.BH2022@GMAIL.COM
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Across
1- Scope; 6- God of war; 10- Faux pas; 14- Sweatbox; 15- Actress Ward; 16- Saab model; 
17- Draw a bead on; 18- Counterfeiter catcher; 19- Watch; 20- Arrest; 21- Biblical brother; 23- 
Burlap; 24- Midway state; 26- Big parties; 27- Hemoglobin deficiency; 29- Queeg’s command; 
31- First name in country; 32- Cowboy’s tool; 33- Youth org.; 36- Typical instance; 40- Packed 
away; 41- Conceals; 42- Oodles; 43- Silt deposit; 44- Third sign of the zodiac; 46- Profits; 
48- Macho guys; 49- Emerge; 50- Use a soapbox; 52- Hair goop; 55- In case; 56- Chieftain, 
usually in Africa; 57- Employ again; 59- Soccer legend; 60- Gimlet garnish; 61- Persona non 
___; 62- Type of gun; 63- Single, individual unit; 64- Conger catcher;

 Down 
1- Slippery ___ eel; 2- Mother of Hermes; 3- Large honey producer; 4- One ___ million; 5- Thick 
woven straw mat; 6- Minute Maid Park player; 7- San ___, Italy; 8- Dash; 9- Honshu honorific; 
10- Formal gesture of respect; 11- Sierra ___; 12- Golf clubs; 13- Slow; 22- Attorney’s org.; 
23- Where Columbus was born; 25- Muslim leader; 26- Money-related: Abbr.; 27- Domain; 28- 
Immediately following; 29- Sidewalk eateries; 30- Sale sign; 32- Covers; 33- Able to speak two 
languages; 34- In a jiffy; 35- Not pro; 37- Call; 38- Untruths, tells falsehoods; 39- Domesticat-
ed; 43- Pay attention; 44- Pick up; 45- Develop; 46- Welcome; 47- Brides walk down it; 48- 
Seraglio; 49- Swiss peaks; 50- Fail to include; 51- Hoarfrost; 53- Ferrara family; 54- Regan’s 
dad; 56- Yale student; 58- Poet’s preposition;

S U D O K U C R O S S W O R D

Yesterday’s solution Yesterday’s solution

How to play
Place a number in the empty boxes in such 
a way that each row across, each column 
down and each 9-box square contains all 
of the numbers from one to nine. 

High Performance Cricket 
Academy WLL is looking for 
team coach with ICC level 2 
certification.Suitable qual-
ified applicants can contact 
33321789 or hpca.bah@
gmail.com

Ezra Miller to play 
‘The Flash’ in movie 
slated for Nov 2022 
release
IANS | Los Angeles

After being a super-suc-
cess on television and 

OTT platforms, ‘The Flash’ 
from the ‘Extended Uni-
verse’ of DC Comics, crea-
tors of Batman and Super-
man, will return to movie 
theatres on November 4, 
2022, as a full-length fea-
ture film.

On Saturday night at the 
DC FanDome virtual fan 
event, DC Films unveiled the 
movie trailer featuring Ezra 
Miller playing the ‘Scarlet 
Speedster’. The Flash is the 
superhero persona of Barry 
Allen, a police forensic in-
vestigator from Central City 
and member of the Justice 
League who can move at 
superhuman speeds.

Barry’s timeline-hopping 
abilities allow him 
to shift from his 
cinematic universe 
— in which Bat-
man is played by 
Ben Affleck — into 
an alternative 
u n i v e r s e 
w h e r e 
Batman is 
played by 
Michael 
Keaton.

John Cena gets into action in just his 
underwear in ‘Peacemaker’ trailer
IANS | Los Angeles

WWE wrestler-turned-actor 
John Cena strips down to 

his bare essentials, dancing and 
fighting in his underwear, as he 
plays a homicidally misguided 
costume vigilante in the first 
trailer for the television series 
‘Peacemaker’.

The trailer debuted on Sat-
urday as part of the virtual fan 
event, DC Fandome. It opens 

with the Canadian Indian actor 
Rizwan Manji, whom audiences 
will remember from the come-
dy drama series ‘Outsourced’. 
Manji plays the recurring char-
acter Jamil in ‘Peacemaker’.

A spin-off from the fea-
ture film ‘The Suicide Squad’, 
‘Peacemaker’ will premiere on 
the streaming service HBO Max 
in the U.S. on January 13. The 
series has been created and 

written by the film’s 
director, James Gunn.

It follows Cena’s 
Christopher Smith 
after the events of 
‘The Suicide Squad’, 
in which Smith, aka 
Pe a c e m a ke r,  wa s 
nearly killed after 
betraying his team for 
what he believed to be 
the greater good.

Meghan and Prince Harry with their 
child

Their great 
grandmother is the 

Queen of England, and 
I think it’s important 
for them to know that 
they have two families 
and eventually they’re 
going to grow up and 
they’re going to want 
to know more about 

them
THOMAS MARKLE

Ye

Ezra Miller

John Cena



Five fights that could steal the show at BRAVE CF 55
TDT | Manama

With a ticket to the finals of 
the prestigious Flyweight 

World Title Tournament up for 
grabs in the main event, BRAVE 
CF 55 on November 6 has plenty 
of prestige and excitement in 
store at the top of the bill.

The Bahrain-based promo-
tion’s return trip to Russia is 
bannered by the tourney’s 
semi-final duel between home-
town favorite Ali “The King 
Puncher” Bagautinov and Jose 
“Shorty” Torres of the United 
States--with the winner moving 
on to face the highly-touted Veli-
murad Alkhasov.

However, the supporting card 
is also plenty capable of pro-
viding fireworks. From fearless 
strikers to crafty submission 
specialists, here are five bouts 
that could end up stealing the 
spotlight from the headlining 
showdown.

Mochamed Machaev vs. Kasum 
Kasumov

Mochamed “The Beast ” 
Machaev of Austria seeks vin-
dication at 135 pounds when he 
faces Russia’s very own Kasum 
Kasumov at BRAVE CF 55.

Machaev fell short in his ban-
tamweight debut at BRAVE CF 
52: Bad Blood this past August, 
succumbing to a jaw-dropping 
54-second knockout defeat at 
the hands of Kasumov’s compa-
triot Gamzat Magomedov.

Prior to the heartbreaking 
setback, “The Beast” was rid-
ing high on a ten-fight unbeaten 
streak. Now, he looks to redeem 
himself by going up against Kas-
mov, a grappling maestro who 
owns an impressive 13-1 win-loss 

slate with seven victories by way 
of submission.

Kasumov turned heads in his 
first two assignments under the 
organization’s banner, forcing 
Rany Saadeh to tap with the rare 
Von Flue choke in the second 
round of their November 2019 
clash before strangling Dimi-
tar Kostov with a first-round 
arm-triangle choke in October 
2020.

A decisive win by either man 
could land a shot at the vacant 
BRAVE CF Bantamweight World 
Championship.

Rustam Chsiev vs. Daniel 
Pereira 

Mohammad “The Latest” 
Fakhreddine could meet the 
next challenger for his BRAVE CF 
Middleweight World Title at the 
organization’s next extravagan-
za in Rostov-on-Dov as Rustam 
“The Russian Bear” Chsiev 
battles former division kingpin 
Daniel “Gaucho” Pereira.

Chsiev has firmly established 
himself as one of the top-tier 
athletes at 185 pounds, possess-

ing a superb wrestling pedigree 
that he honed in his hometown 
of North Ossetia, Russia.

His bread-and-butter has pro-
duced three consecutive victo-
ries inside the cage, prevailing 
over the likes of Tarek Suleiman, 
Brendan Lesar and Enrico Cor-
tese.

Meanwhile, Pereira is one of 
the top middleweights to emerge 
from Brazil in recent history. 
He has steamrolled through the 
competition in his home coun-
try, with a knack for winning by 
stoppage. 

The 30-year-old is equally 
adept in finishing his opponents 
by strikes or by submission. He 
looks to showcase his multifac-
eted skill set in Rostov-on-Don 
and will face a tough challenge 
when he takes on a hometown 
hero like Chsiev.

Kamal Magomedov vs. Luis 
Felipe Dias

Undefeated Russian stalwart 
Kamal Magomedov will make 
his maiden appearance under 
the Bahrain-based outfit’s ban-
ner against fellow debutant Luis 

Felipe Dias of Brazil at BRAVE 
CF 55.

Magomedov owns a perfect 
professional record of 8-0 and 
has gone the distance in his 
career, winning five fights by 
way of submission and three via 
knockout.

The 30-year-old Russian 
knows how to have gold fastened 
around his waist, submitting 
his opponent with a rear-naked 
choke in the first round.

Like Magomedov, Dias has 
won a couple of hardwares dur-
ing his stint at the regional level, 
amassing a win-loss slate of 14-3.

With an impressive victory, 

either man could find himself 
a step closer to the available 
BRAVE CF Super Welterweight 
World Championship. 

Gadzhimusa Gaziev vs. Issa 
Isakov 

Another Russian who will 
be proudly donning the na-
tion’s colors on November 6th 
is Gadzhimusa “Deadshot” 
Gadzhiev, who locks horns with 
Belgian standout Issa Isakov.

Gadzhiev has been part of the 
organization’s roster since its 
inaugural event in 2016, winning 
four of his last eight outings—
with all victories coming by way 
of stoppage.

Fresh from a third-round 
knockout triumph against Ger-
aldo Neto at BRAVE CF 49: Super 
Fights, another victory could put 
him in line for a shot at Eldar 
Eldarov’s BRAVE CF Super Light-
weight World Championship.

However, it will not be a walk 
in the park as Isakov presents 
a stern test for the Russian 
hard-hitter. The Belgian—who 
holds a professional record 8-3, 
possesses an 88-percent finish-
ing rate.

Kamil Magomedov vs. Sam 
Patterson

Sam “The Future” Patterson 
looks to sustain his winning 
groove that he established since 
2018 by taking on Kamil Mago-
mev at BRAVE CF 55.

Patterson is riding high on a 
six-fight win streak--three of 
those victories took place inside 
the BRAVE CF cage.

Most recently, the Englishman 
elevated himself to a potential 
contender by outpointing Ylies 
“Tupek” Djiroun at BRAVE CF 51 
last June.

Patterson believes that he has 
a business to settle with BRAVE 
CF Lightweight World Champi-
on Ahmed “The Butcher” Amir 
as their first encounter in April 
2019 ended in an anticlimactic 
draw.

However, Patterson must get 
past Magomedov first. The Rus-
sian possesses a 14-1 slate and 
has not tasted defeat since 2017.

Magomedov poses to be a tall 
order for Patterson, and a victory 
over the red-hot English fighter 
could put him in pole position 
to face Amir. 

Amateur career inspires ‘’Shorty’’ 
Torres to pursue historic BRAVE 
CF victory in enemy territory

• Torres is scheduled 
to face Ali Bagautinov 
in the last semi-
final bout of the 
Flyweight World 
Title Tournament 
at BRAVE CF 55

TDT | Manama

The writing has been on 
the wall in a positive way 

for Jose “Shorty” Torres ever 
since he first stepped inside 
the cage as a mixed martial 
artist.

The Chicago, Illinois native 
embraced the winning culture 
during his run in the amateur 
ranks, where he amassed an 
impressive 25-1 standing - lost 
only his first amateur fight. 
He capped off his stint in 
the amateurs by winning the 
135-pound category at the 2015 
IMMAF World Championships.

“Shorty” carried over the 
same kind of success at the 
professional level, compiling a 
10-1 record with four victories 
by knockout and two via sub-
mission. He won 8 of his first 
professional fights building a 
winning streak of 33 fights. 

Torres also captured belts 
in both the flyweight and ban-
tamweight divisions of a North 
American promotion before 
getting a chance to strut his 
wares on the global stage of 
the sport.

Now, he has the opportunity 
to become BRAVE Combat Fed-
eration’s first-ever Flyweight 

World Champion. To move 
an inch closer to that historic 
moment, he will have to enter 
enemy territory.

Torres is scheduled to face 
Ali “The King Puncher” Bagau-
tinov in the last semi-final bout 
of the Flyweight World Title 
Tournament at BRAVE CF 55, 
which emanates from Rostov-
on-Don, Russia on November 
6 in association with Pro FC.

If he overcomes a stern test 
in the form of Bagautinov, Tor-
res will earn a seat in the tour-
ney finals to square off with 
the highly-touted Velimurad 
Alkhasov at a yet-to-be-an-
nounced event.

Having an intricately-craft-
ed belt draped over his shoul-
der will certainly elevate his 
name closer to greatness, and 
Torres surely knows what to 
do when he stands opposite 
Bagautinov on November 6.
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Jose “Shorty” Torres

I think he played too 
many competitions over 
the summer, too many 
competitions with the 

national team. Now 
he plays the Nations 

League (Belgium 
finished fourth at 

the finals earlier this 
month). It means a lot 
for him to play for his 
country so he takes it 

really seriously
THOMAS TUCHEL 

Mochamed Machaev 
and Kasum Kasumov 
will aim for a shot at 
the vacant BRAVE CF 
Bantamweight World 

Championship

KNOW

BETTER

Lukaku is ‘mentally tired’, 
says Chelsea boss Tuchel
Thomas Tuchel said his players were still adjusting to having Romelu Lukaku in the team

• Romelu Lukaku 
rejoined Chelsea from 
Inter Milan in August

AFP | London

Romelu Lukaku is men-
tally tired after being 
“overplayed”, Chelsea 

boss Thomas Tuchel said yes-
terday, as the club’s record sign-
ing seeks to end his frustrating 
goal drought.

The Belgium forward re-
joined Chelsea from Inter Milan 
in August for a fee of around £97 
million ($134 million), seven 
years afer his first spell at Stam-
ford Bridge ended.

The 28-year-old impressed 
in the early weeks of the season 
but his form has dipped and he 
has not scored for Chelsea since 
mid-September.

Tuchel ,  speaking ahead 
of Wednesday’s Champions 
League match against Swed-
ish side Malmo, said his players 
were still adjusting to having 
Lukaku in the team.

“This will increase every day 
because we are in the process of 
adapting to each other,” he said. 
“In the moment, in my opinion, 
I feel Romelu is a bit overplayed.

“I think he played too many 
competitions over the summer, 
too many competitions with the 
national team. Now he plays the 
Nations League (Belgium fin-
ished fourth at the finals earlier 
this month).”

“It means a lot for him to play 
for his country so he takes it 
really seriously,” he added.

“If that does not work well he 
always puts it on his shoulders, 
he thinks about it, he reflects 
about it and I feel he is a bit 
mentally tired, not like hugely 
that we have a concern.”

Player workload 
Tuchel said other players 

in his squad also had a tough 
schedule for club and country, 
including England’s Mason 

Mount and Jorginho, who won 
Euro 2020 with Italy.

“They struggle,” he said. 
“They have a lot of weight to 
carry for their countries. They 
take it and they love it and they 
are competitors and if you like it 
or not if you play 1,000 matches 
a year it can feel heavy.”

Chelsea, the defending Eu-
ropean champions, are second 
in Group H of the Champions 
League after two games fol-
lowing defeat to Juventus last 
month.

They remain top of the Pre-
mier League after eight matches 
but Tuchel admitted their form 
had dipped, with one major rea-
son being a surfeit of games for 
top players.

“There’s still room to improve 

but we lack a bit of form, we lack 
a bit of freshness, we lack a bit 
of joy,” he said.

The German boss also ad-
mitted that Kai Havertz, who 
scored Chelsea’s winner in the 
Champions League final against 
Manchester City in May, had 
not shown his peak form this 
season.

“The story has not changed 
but he lacks the statistics of de-
cisive things, of goals and assists 
and he needs to fight his way 
back into the team when he gets 
minutes and this can happen 
any time,” he said.

Thomas Tuchel and Romelu Lukaku during a training session (file photo)

Sam Patterson in action

Gadzhimusa GazievMochamed MachaevKasum Kasumov



Berrington’s 70 helps Scotland beat PNG at T20 World Cup
AFP | Muscat

Richie Berrington smashed 
70 to set up Scotland’s 

second successive win at the 
Twenty20 World Cup as they 
beat Papua New Guinea by 17 
runs yesterday.

Scotland, who shocked Bang-
ladesh in their tournament 
opener on Sunday, are now on 
the verge of making the Super 
12 stage.

Scotland rode on a crucial 92-
run third-wicket stand between 
Berrington and Matthew Cross, 
who hit 45, to post 165 for nine 
after electing to bat first in the 
round-one match.

Fast bowler Josh Davey re-
turned career-best figures of 
4-18 to help bowl out Papua 
New Guinea, who have lost two 
in two, for 148 in 19.3 overs de-
spite a valiant 37-ball 47 from 
Norman Vanua.

“You need to try and find one 
or two partnerships in a T20 to 
really give yourself a chance to 
post a decent score. Richie Ber-
rington and Matt Cross played 
outstandingly well today,” Scot-
land skipper Kyle Coetzer told 
reporters.

“Richie was obviously the 
man of the match and he has 
been doing that consistently for 
us over the last month or so.”

The seventh-wicket partner-
ship between Vanua and Kiplin 
Doriga, who hit 18, of 53 off 29 
balls gave Scotland a scare in 
the last few overs, but Davey 
sent back Vanua to dim PNG’s 
chances of a chase.

“Getting exposure, playing 

more games and testing our-
selves against quality opposi-
tion would be good. If we can 
get more exposure we might 
be able to express ourselves 
better,” PNG skipper Assad Vala 
said.

“Scotland are a really good 
bowling team and they put us 
under pressure and we crum-

bled. The lower order brought 
us back into it.”

Berrington stood out with his 
attacking batting to lift Scot-
land from 26-2 and a stunning 
one-handed catch off Davey to 
get rid of Simon Atai.

Berrington hit three sixes in-
cluding one which was meas-
ured at 97 metres -- the longest 
in the tournament so far -- and 
six fours in his 49-ball knock.

He raised his sixth T20 
half-century with a boundary 
straight down the ground after 
he lost wicketkeeper-batsman 
Cross, playing his 50th T20 in-
ternational.

Papua New Guinea took six 
wickets in the last two overs in-
cluding Berrington’s key scalp 
and gave away just 15 runs but 
Scotland posted their highest 
total in the T20 World Cup, 
surpassing their previous best 
of 156 v Afghanistan in 2016.

Muharraq set for AFC Cup 
Zonal Final against Kuwait SC
TDT | Manama

Bahrain’s Muharraq Club are 
set to take on Kuwait SC of 

Kuwait tonight in the Zonal 
Final of the AFC Cup 2021.

The match is scheduled for 
a 7pm kick-off and it will be 
played at the Shaikh Ali bin Mo-
hammed Al Khalifa Stadium 
in Arad.

The winner of tonight’s game 
will play for the title in the AFC 
Cup 2021 Final, currently set 
for November 5.

Muharraq head coach Isa 
Sadoon Al Hamdani named a 
22-player squad for the tie. The 
team list includes goalkeep-
ers Sayed Mohammed Jaafar, 
Ashraf Waheed and Omar Sa-

lem; defenders Husain Jameel, 
Waleed Al Hayam, Amine Bin-
edi, Hasan Alkarani, Hamza 
Ahmed, Mohamed Albanaa and 
Rashed Alhooti; midfielders 
Abdulrahman Ahmedi, Abdul-
wahab Ali, Mahmoud Almardi, 
Noor Alrawabdeh, Moses At-
ede, Abdulwahab Al Malood, 
Ahmed Sanad, Abdulla Al Hay-
ki and Ahmed Al Sherooqi; and 
forwards Flavio Cheveresan, 
Ali Meftah and Khalifa Alkoos.

Muharraq qualified for the 
Zonal Final with an emphatic 
3-0 victory over Al Ahed of Leb-
anon last month. The Bahraini 
representatives scored all three 
of their goals in the second half 
of the semi-final contest, with 
Atede, Ahmed Al Sherooqi and 

Al Hayki all on target.
The AFC Cup Final will be 

played over one leg, between 
the winners of the West Asia 
Zonal Final and the winners of 
the Inter-Zone Play-off Final, 
which is also set to be held to-
day between FC Nasaf Qarshi of 
Uzbekistan and Lee Man FC of 
Hong Kong.

Should Muharraq make it 
through to the title match, the 
game will be played in Bahrain.

Muharraq have won the AFC 
Cup title once in the past—in 
2008 when they defeated Safa 
of Lebanon 10-5 on aggregate. 
They had also finished run-
ners-up in 2006, losing to Al 
Faisaly of Jordan 4-5 in the fi-
nal.

Bahrain to face UAE 
in Davis Cup action

TDT | Manama

Bahrain take on the UAE 
today in their second 

meeting in Pool A of the Asia/
Oceania Group IV event in the 
Davis Cup 2021, being hosted 
by the Bahrain Tennis Federa-
tion (BTF) at their hard courts 
in Isa Town.

The Bahrainis will be look-
ing to bounce back from their 
opening day loss in straight 
sets to Saudi Arabia.

Set to take the court for the 
nationals are Yusuf Qaed, Elias 
Abdulnabi, Hasan Abdulnabi 
and Abdulkarim Abdulnabi. 
They are coached by Hesham 
Malalla.

For the Emiratis, Abdulrah-
man Al Janahi, Omar Alawa-
dhi, Hamad Abbas Janahi and 
Mahmoud Nader Al Blooshi 

will be in action.
The UAE were winners of 

their first game, 3-0, against 
Guam.

Saudi and Guam faced off 
in yesterday’s action, with 
the Saudis sweeping all three 
matches from their rivals to 
maintain their winning form.

Also yesterday, Iraq beat 
Oman 3-0 in Pool B and Cam-
bodia edged Kyrgyzstan in 
Pool C.

In today’s other matches, 
Turkmenistan and Mongolia 
go head-to-head in Pool B and 
Iran take on Yemen in Pool C.

Following the ongoing 
round-robin in each group, 
the top two nations in each 
will play off to determine the 
three national teams that will 
be promoted to Asia/Oceania 
Group III for 2022.
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Bahrain set up Morocco, 
Kyrgyzstan friendlies
Senior men’s national team to take on pair of tough opponents in mid-November 
as part of their final preparations for the FIFA Arab Cup 2021

• Bahrainis first 
play Morocco on 
November 12 and then 
go against Kyrgyzstan 
on November 16

• National football 
team scheduled to hold 
latest training gathering 
from November 8 to 16

TDT | Manama

Bahrain’s senior men’s na-
tional football team will 
play two international 

friendly matches in the middle 
of next month as part of their 
final preparations for the FIFA 
Arab Cup 2021.

The Bahrainis will first take 
on Morocco on November 12 
and then go up against Kyr-
gyzstan on November 16. Both 
fixtures will be played at the 
National Stadium in Riffa.

The tune-up games will be a 
part of their next training gath-
ering under head coach Helio 
Sousa, which will be held from 
November 8 to 16.

The nationals will then reas-

semble on November 22 for the 
final lead-up to the Arab Cup, 
which will be held in Doha with 
a November 30 kick-off date.

The Bahrainis fly to the Qatari 
capital on November 26.

Morocco and Kyrgyzstan will 
give the national team a solid 
test ahead of their Arab Cup 
campaign.

Morocco are the 33rd-ranked 

team in the world and are 
fourth-best in the Confeder-
ation of African football. Kyr-
gyzstan, on the other hand, are 
just a few places behind Bahrain 
on the FIFA World Ranking in 
98th position and 15th in the 
Asian Football Confederation 
(AFC).

Coach Sousa is expected to 
announce his squad list for 
training soon.

The Portuguese tactician 
noted recently the importance 
of the upcoming Arab Cup to 
Bahrain’s preparations for the 
start of the next round of qual-
ifying for the AFC Asian Cup 
2023. That will be early next 
year, just a little over a month 
after their campaign in Doha.

The FIFA Arab Cup 2021 will 
see the participation of 16 na-
tional teams. It will continue 
until December 18. Bahrain are 
in Group A alongside hosts Qa-
tar, Iraq and Oman.

After the tournament’s open-
ing stage, which comprises four 
groups of four teams each, the 
top two from each group move 
on to the knockout quarter-fi-
nals.

For the Asian Cup qualifiers, 
Bahrain will be one of 24 teams 
from across Asia that will be 

competing in what will be the 
third round of the process.

The nationals have yet to learn 
of their qualification group. The 
draw is scheduled to be held in 
the coming weeks.

The competing teams will be 
divided into six groups of four 
to play home-and-away match-
es. The group winners and the 
best five runners-up across all 
groups will qualify for the Asian 
Cup, where they are joined by 
tournament hosts China and by 
the 12 teams which have already 
qualified directly from the sec-
ond round.

Head coach Helio Sousa...set for final 
preparations for FIFA Arab Cup 2021 
(File photo)

Bahrain’s Abdulkarim Abdulnabi in action during their first match-up against 
Saudi Arabia on Monday

Scotland’s Richie Berrington bats during the match 

Muharraq players warm up during training earlier this week
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We got just over par 
(total) on that wicket. 

At first, we didn’t 
have a target in mind, 

and just wanted 
to get used to the 

wicket. Thankfully, we 
managed to get that big 
partnership which was 

quite key in the end
RICHIE BARRINGTON

The winners of to-
night’s match will take 
on the winners of the 

Inter-Zone Play-off 
Final, which is also set 

to be held today be-
tween FC Nasaf Qarshi 
of Uzbekistan and Lee 
Man FC of Hong Kong

KNOW WHAT

The upcoming FIFA 
Arab Cup 2021 will 

help Bahrain prepare 
for the start of the 

next round of qualify-
ing for the AFC Asian 
Cup 2023, which will 
be early next year

KNOW WHAT


